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MICR AND PARK MLLIING
LAST N16H1 A TOW
ANOTHER WON HE ONLY GOT
TO TRANSFER W014000
JUDGE REED NOW LOOKING
014LY A HANDFUL APPEARED A
T COURTHOUSE, WHERE 
INTO THIS PROP-
OSITION
A SECOND ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO MUS
TER A CROWD TO
HEAR SPEECHES IN FAVOR OF THE W
ATER CONTRACT
AND PARK BOND ISSUE—THIS EVEN
ING THE BIG "MUNI-
CIPAL OWNERSHIP** GATHERING WILL
 BE HELD AT THE
COURTHOUSE.
BOYS WERE OFFERED A PARK APIECE IF •
t HEY WOULD COME INTO THE COURTHOUSE
The *fleeting last night .it the
coney courthouse by the people who
advocate ratifying the new water-
iaurks contract and favor the park
bond issue, was more of a fizzle t
han
thc .acceding "frost" of the night
.1seforc, when only a handful was at
the City Hall. One of the speakers
at the courthouse last night, after the
meeting, said he expected there were
about •eventy-five people there, and
this f•rohably .ncludes the boys in-
side and also the members of the
Non Union Starks-Ullman estab-
hob:lent band, which furnished the
inweic again last evening in trying to
diem up the crowd which did not
cosi This speaker who addressed
the . tile gathering last night said
that over fifty per cent of those
present were the same ones at the
City Hall the night before This
shows that the recruiting bureau op-
emated for- the issues is not doing its
linty and enlisting any assistance to
kelp the few try push things along.
Talks were made last n ght by the
&tote that spoke the night before.
rani ':urbett. Dr.
 D. G Murrell, Earl
Int•r and W. T. Miller
On- well known gentleman was
at the courthouse for two minutes
last night, and espying a crowd of
•
ALLEN HOME
WAS BURNED
boys at the entrance, told all of them
to COMc in and help swell the crowd,
as the promoters intended giving free
public park to everybody there. As
thr promoters want to establish six
parks in town, one or two of the
pstks had to be cut n two last night
so they could go round. The gentle-
man remarking thusly to the boys
d d so as a joke, but the lads could
• sst see it that was and refused to
in.
Having tried to get a crowd out for
two nights, it is not thought the pro-
moters, and also Secretary Coons.
will try to arrange for any more
meetings. That is none had been
heard of up until presstime this morn..
ing at .3:30 o'clock.
Monster Ownership Meeting Tonight.
Tonight the monster mass meeting
' e. ill be held at the courthouse, at
1 which time the "Municipal Owner-
ship" speakers will address the
1 crowd and point aut the fallicies
1 of the utterances that have been
!made the past two nights by the ad-
vocates of the water and park issues.
I
Many ra lroaders yesterday said there
would be several hundred of the shop
men down tonight to hear the speech-
es, while hundreds will be there from
all inserters.
_
ASSAULT CASE
DISMISSED
MR JEROME ALLEN'S FAMILY WILL
IS HOWARD .DISMISSED
HAD NARROW "ESCAPE I IN POLICE CO
URT
FROM CREMATION I YESERDY.
Had to Rush Out of the Burning
idence in Their Night
Clothing.
Res- Eva Johnson, Colored, Given Thirty
ay, in Jail for Disorderly
Conduct
Very narroa aas the escape from
cremation yesterday morning of Mr.
Jerome Allen, his wife and child, at
the s home which was destroyed in
the %Van section of the county. The
family awoke just in time to escape
the flames which had ignited the bed
in Ith'el, they were sleeping at the
time The blaze destroyed the resi-
dence, and contents.
MT. Allen is the son-in-law of Mrs
Mary E Sebree. of Socth and Madi-
son streets this city, and formerly
engaged in the livery znd wagon yard
business on Jefferson between Fourth
and Fifth streets, He is now farm-
in in the county He thinks the
blaze stamp in the kitchen. It had
completely enveloped the home when
they awoke, and all rushed °us; Af-
-terwards while fighting the fire Mr.
Allen was painfully burned, while
Mr. Allen was burned also on dash-
ing into the burning structure in an
attempt to save some valuable papers.
She failed at this, and her escape was
cloie—her night dress took fire.
All their 'clothing, furniture and
effects were burned, entailing a loss
of about $tssoo. Garments and shoes
had to be procured from ,Steriff John
Ogilvie's nearby ihotne. where !the
"Aliens' are temporarily staying
ACTING BANK CASHIER
FOUND DEAD IN VAULT
Salem. Ind, November a.—Chas. B.
Williams, bookkeeper of the Citizens
Bank, and acting as cashier, was
found dead in the vault of the bank
today A load of shot from a shot
gtan had penetrated his heart_ The
gun was kept in the bank vault and
it is believed Mr. Williams discharges!
it. He was a son of former Audit
or
J. T Williams of this county.
Miss Opal Downs yesterday went
$0 Riverside, Cal., to reside.
The malicious assault case against
Willie Howard was dismissed by
Judge Purycar in the ponce court yes-
terday morning. He was accused of
striking James Randolph. Both are
colored, and on the assault charge
being thrown out the court fined
Randolph $25 and costs for disorder-
ly conduct.
A fine of $5o and costs was assessed
against Charles Watson on the charge
of disorderly conduct.
'Eva Johnson, colored, was given P
thirty days' sentence in jail for curs-
ing loudly and raising the mischief
upon the street at Ninth and Wash-
ington.
Sam Nance nas fined Si and cost -
for being drunk.
ENTRENCHED IN KENTUCKY.
Negro Accused of Killing Indianapo-
lis Policeman Is Located in
Monroe_ County.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 2 —Ben Lee
and George Rankin. negroes, and
former members of the Indianapolis
police force, telephoned yesterday
From Tomkinsville, Monroe tounty,
Ky., they had postive information
from those who had seen him that
Jesse Coe is the the hills, twenty
miles from Tontkinsville, surrounded
by friends, who are heavily armed.
Coe is-wanted here for the killing
of Patrolman Charles J. Russell,
George Williams, whn killed Patrol-
man Edward Petticsord at the same
time, has been sentenced to be
hanged. The Indianapolis police
officials are in communication with
tee and Rankin today to whet (-nurse
to pursue.
Mrs. Leslie Samuels, of Bardstown
,
Ky., will arrive next week to visit
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Terrell of Kentucky avenue.
CASE IN ABEYANCE
UNTIL DECISION MADE
ACTION AGAINST I. C. FOR
BACK TAXES IS CARRIED
TO APPELLATE COURT.
The Action of Wm. Sines vs. Street
Car Company Will Be Given
to the Jury This Morning.
A motion to transfer to the United
States court the suit of Felix G.
Rudolph, administrator of Pink Un-
derwood, against the Illinois Central
railroad, Engineer Phil Kotheimer,
and Criductor William Foster is pend-
ing before Judge Reed of the circuit
court The judge is considering the
ntotion and expected to render a de-
cision today.
Underwood died as result of in-
SMOOTH swill...Lk RECURS
MINING ElT(RMIII AND OTH-
ER SECURITIES.
HAD DEEDS FOR
MUCH KENTUCKY LAND
WHICH HE HAD SECURED BY
TRADING SHARES TN
GOLD MINES.
Broker of Chicago Arrested With a
Suit Cases Full of Stocks
and Bonds.
Chicago, Nov, 2.—The discovery
today of what is alleged by secret
service men to be one of the biggest
swindles they have ever unearthed
led tu the arrest of Charles Whitney
Norton of 1545 West Monroe street
uhr, is .....aacd b) the United Stater
government of obtaining $3.000,exv
worth of mining stocks and other sr
ccrires by false pretenses. Several
suit cases, filled with stock and othei
juris rceived during Igor in a wreck documents. -sere recovered by post-
ir. Lauderdale county Tennessee. office inspectors. ,
Underwood was fireman, Ph 1 Kothei- Norton, who is said to have served
mer was one of the engineers on the eighteen months in prison in Vermont
wrecked trains, and William Foster
the conductor. Under wood's adminis-
trator .Felix G. Rudolph, in filing
suit against the railroad for damages
on account of the death, made Engi-
neer Kotheimer and Conductor Fost-
er co-defendants. Yesterday trial of
the case was entered into, and after
all the evidence was .n the lawyers
for the defense claimed Engineer
on similar charges, was the proprie-
tor of a concern called the American
Wholesale Brokerage Co at Elmira
N. Y. He disappeared from that city
two years ago, it is alleged, after ob-
taining the stocks and bonds.
Norton is alleged to have worked
his scheme by getting in touch with
mining corporations, chiefly in An
Kotheimer was entitled to peremp- 
zona. Nevada, Oregon, Washington
tory instructions relieving him from and many other states. 
both
 East and
I:ability Basing this contention, they Wes
t. He seat out letters saying he
assert this leaves only the I. C. and had cu
stomers in London for mining
Conductor Foster as defendants both stock
s, and in this way induced hold-
cf whom art non-residents of this ers of secur
ities to send the paper tc
state, Foster residing now in Spring- him, assigned 
either in blank or di -
'field, Mo. The defendants attorneys rectly to him Fr
om Elmira Norton
claim that on account of the road is said to have gone t
o Troy, N. Y.
and Foster not being residents of this thence to Toledo, and
 then to Detroit
state, the United States court is the In all of these places an
d many oth-
only tribunal for trial of the tinge- ers from coast to coast he is 
allegerl
tion. Judge Reed is now looking into to have worked his scheme.
the law on this point Norton came to Chicago list 
Jana-
Ancktcr's Agent's Suit.
In the snit of .‘nditor's Agent
Frank Lucas against the Chicago, St
Louis and New Orkans (Illinois Cen-
nal) railroad for back taxes, both
sides agreed the original papers in
the clam shotiM be forwarded to the
appellate court, and lir transcript be
made for this purpose Lucas. as
state agent for the auditor, sued the
railroad for about St 000noo worth
oi back taxes claimed due the coin-
ary. In the meantime, it is charged
he succeeded in disposing of a con-
siderable part of his stocks by tradinp
them for lands in Virginia. Tennessee
Alabama, Georgia and other states
Deed, to these lands, comprising
thousands of acres, were found in the
suit cases which the detectives hon•
fiscated.
Several hundred mining corpora-
tions are interested in the sotcks .ao
covered today " Among them are the
rnonwealth for five years back taxes Federal Gold and Copper company
(proaps lodged in theertY n verasie county
assessed.
ceoaucrt Go
where Jude& Lightfoot derided in 
Great Superior Gold Milting compa-
t7on w ny, Star lvin Mining company, Biz-
to the circuit court and Judge Reed. 
cAorirpciannay,. 
Southwest Smelting
Gold and Copper Mm. 
favorof the railroad. Lucas appealed lib:
m
,nd Refining company. Grand Tra-
affirmed the county judge's decisionerse and arizona Mining company
Now Agent Lucas carries it to the 
appellate bench of the state 
Eldorado Copper Mining company of
Daisy Ford vs. Street Railway. 
Denver. Cripple Creek Free Gold
against the Paducah City Railway 
CMoipnrillegr hcoomnipPaantlyy., 
REdeldiayncGeolGdo,ldsilavned
There Was 
r
filed the appellate court
mandate in the suit of Daisy Ford and Copper Mining company. and the
company. The jury decided in favor
bench reversed this and orders a new Among the Ian
tion company and the AdYanceOSthirreur
Big Creek Mining company
cuit count here, but the appellate 
concerns were the Gantemala Planta-
of the street car company in the cir-
trial, the mandate for which arrived 
compares
and was filed. Daisy Ford is the 
& obtained by trad-
colored woman who ‘tas run ovcr and 
ing stock are said to he the follow-
killed by, the street ar near Wallace
park one Eighth fof August several
hears ago.
Amended Petition.
An amended petition was filed in
the suit of Cora Wood against Oscar
lA'ood.
Sines Wants 10,000,
There is now on trial the suit of 
ty, Ala.: three sections. Floyd county
GKs.y.: 26.000 acres. Emanuel • county
T 
Norton is said to he a pugilist
raction company tor $to,000 dam-
William Sines against the Paducah
ages. The evidence - has been all
heard, arguments made, and action
goes to the jury this morning. Sines
was working on the George Robert
son ice wagon which was struck by a
car at Third and Jackson streets.
Sines wa-s knocked off and run over
in such a way his left foot and lower
leg had to be amputated.
Ng% Gotten To.
The suits of Nellie B. Wynn vs.
Paducah City Railway company and
H. L. Steyers vs. W. A. McClure was
set for trial yesterday. All of the
time yesterday was taken up with
the other litigation, and these two
will not come up instil today.
The only action docketed regularly
for today is that of F. N. Gardner.
Jr., against Contractor Edward
ing: 120 acres. Claire county. Michit
gan: IA ono acres. Lawrence county
Ky.: Usreacres T.os Angeles. Cal: 200
acres. Scott county. Tenn; 12.000
Buchanan connty.•Va.: 6.4o acres, Lib-
erty comity, Fla.: on acres Johnson
county. Ky.: rfroo acres, Roan cotm-
known in Seattle.
—Conductor Wm. Foster of Spring-
field. Mo., is here as a witness in a
circuit court suit. He and wife and
child return home today He is now
running out of Springfield on the
Frisco' sysitem.
Mlr. and Mrs. Harold Williams of
t001 &Stith Eleventh street have a
fine new girl baby. horn last night.
--Mr and Mrs. Wm. Ripley of
Smith Third street have a new boy
baby.
s _
Bridges. Gardner is the furniture
dealer of South Thiirt street, and
while walking along where bridges
was preparing for some concerete
sidewalks on Kentucky avenue, he
thrown. and injared his ankle.
HUSBAND GAVE .
HER ONLY $5
DURING MARRIED LIFE, MRS.
WEEKS CLAIMS, AND SHE
WANT'
TELEGRAM ANNOUNCING HER
MOTHER'S DEAN DELAYED
AND MRS. JACKSON ASKS $5.0o0
DAMAGES AGAINST POS-
TAL CO.
REDS CAPTURED
All SUPPLIES
THE INDIAN SHAVE BEST gat
THE GAME SO
VAR
U. S. ^SUPPLY TRAIN
RAIDED BY THE VIES
WAGON SCONTAINED SUP-
PLIES FOR SIXTH AND
TENTH CAVALRY.
B. F. Alexander Gives Power of At- Indians Outwit the Soldiers and
torney to J. Tarbell Laurie—
Quarterly Court "Docket. 
Swipe all of the Hard Tack
and Beans.
Edith Weeks has sued F. Weeks
for divorce. They married May 14th,
ono at Metropolis, Ill., and she says
July ist, igoi, he left her and re-
mained away until May 1st. icio6,
when he cturned home he said he had
been in Arkansas, and remained with
her five days. He then abandoned
he.- again She claims he left the city
aith another woman, and is now by-
in,. in Stewart's Landing, Mo. She
clams be never gave hcr but $5 jin-
n.? their married career. She wants
the divorce, and to be given her
maiden name.
Tlegram Delayed.
Mrs. E. E. Jackson yesterday filed
suit in the circuit court against The
Postal Telegraph and Cable Company
for $5 000 damages, on the ground
that last June her mother. Sirs.
Harkey. died near Wing°, Ky., and a.
telegram was forwarded Mrs. Jack-
MD, over the telegraph company's
wires. notifying the daughter here of
the mother's death Mrs Jackson
says this message was not delivered
'c her until to o'clock the bay fol-
lowing the dath, therefore she could
not attend the funeral
Rehkopf Bankruptcy.
Yesterday during the meeting of
the creditors of the Z. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery Company at the office of i
Referee E. W. Bailoy of the baak-
rupt court, the creditors filed excep-
tions in a number of inttances. to the
acc,iunts of other creditors, on the
amend that they do not come under
the head of "unsecured" claims,
Costisved on Page Five.
Sheridan, Wyo. Nov. a—Further
details of the raiding of a govern-
mint supply train bound for the tents
of the Sixth and Tenth cavalry from
Arvada, characterizes it a, a clever
piece of work. evidently planned by
some of the older heads'of the Ute
tribe Accord:ng to Driver James
Foram, no Indians were in sight until
a bunch of about a hundred redskins
suddenly dashed out of a defile in
the hills and quickly surrounded him.
They made little noise oath& of a
few sharp yells in the nature of
commands, and while several Indians
kept Forgen under their rifles the
balance ladled his wagon train of
s„000 pounds of flotrr, the sacks of
which were strapped to the caytisee
(.f the Indians, who then disappeared
Inn the hills.
As the result of the raiding of the
ssipply train the troopers are in need
and the operations looking to a
chase of the Utes are practically at a
standstill until 'applies can be had.
More supply trains will be seat .etit
from Arvada at once. Troops from
Fort Keogh with supplies are now
at Ashland, en route to the 'camp of
the Tenth near Moorhead.
The Utes have completely outwit-
:rd the anilitary and are now report-
ed back in Wyoming on the Powder
river, retracing the route by whirl,
they entered Montana. They evi-
dently knew of the arrival of the
troops at.. Ashland an4 have either
given up the attempt to reach the
Chenncs or are waiting for that band
t meet them in some other pert of
the country. The Utes on Bear creek
have not moved, according nt tele-
phone advice. received here.
FIRST STATE BANK BUYS
LIVINGSTON COUNTY BANK
NEGOTIATIONS COMPLETED AT SMITHLAND WHEREBY NEW
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION TAKES OVER THE OLD BANK
THE FIRST OF NEXT YEAR—THE BUILDING OCCUPIED
BY THE BANK OF HARDIN BURNED THURSDAY NIGHT.—
CURRENCY, BOOKS AND PAPER WERE NOT DESTRO
YED
Word yesterday came from Smith-
land that the day before the newly
organized First State Bank of that
city had bought the Livingston
Ccunty sank of Smithland, and
would take over the business the fir-4
of next year.
The Liseingston County Bank was
osganized in Joao with capitaliza-
tion of $15000, and has always done
a fine business. The officers are
David A. Dunn, president; Charles 0.
Lowery, cashier and J. Fort Abell,
assistant cashier. The bank owned
its building and grounds.
Several months ago the First State
Bank was organized with a capital-
ization of $2o,000, with officers of
David Adams, president; Dr. Fred
G. LaRue, vice president and S. P.
Berry, cashier The new bank start-
ed to erect its balding upon the
street fronting the rive; at Smithland
when a deal was made by which the
iestitution bought ont the Livingston
County Bank by giving the stockhold-
ers of the latter concern $1.40 per
share for their stock the deal to be-
come effective next January when the
new bank takes over the old one. The
sale included the building which the
Isvingson County Bank will occupy
after the first of next January. The
officers of the new bank will continue
in their same capacity after they
take over the business of the old in-
stitution. The stockholders of the
1;.tter get the r dividends tittle
stock until the tirst of next year.
Hardin Bank Building Burned.
Word from Hardin, Callowa coun-
ty yetsterday morning, stated that
the evening before fire destroyed dig
building owned by the Bank of Ha'
din, entailing a loss of about $2,,000.
The bank occupied the front portion
of the ground floor, the Hardin
Herald the rear of thit floor and the
Masonic hall the entire second story.
Mr. 'Gene freest h president o(
the bank, and says although its bus-
iness is set back a little by the blaze,
still nothing was lost as the money.
books, papers, etc., were all locked
safely in the iron vault which will
be opened immediately by an. expert
locksmith and the contents taken out.
There was no insurance carried on
the building. Hardin is about thirty
miles down the N C. dr St. 1.. rail-
road.
—Alfred Breedlove, colored, yester-
day morning stole a pair of shoes
from Pen Micheal's store on Broad-
way near Second street. He vets
noticed and pursuit given. He ran
up to Kentucky avenue and then cut
towards Fourth with many pursuing.
He was grabbed by Street respecter
Alonzo Elliott near the hall and lock.
eel up on the charge of petty fat%
pi 4.4 -hew' -
.0 •
First Baptist Church.
"Why Christians Arc Left In This
World" re the topic for tomorrow
morn'ing's service at the First Baptist
church by Rev. Cairn M. Thomp-
son. At the evening hour his theme
will be "What One Can Lose IreCoo-
nectioin W:th Salvation"
Broadway Methodist
rhe last communion service by Rev
T J. Newell, of the Broadway Meth-
odist church, will be held tomorrow
morning, while the theme for dis-
course at that hour will be "The Last
Supper." For the evening hour the
&vine preaches on ''The Demands of
The Hour," with especial reference
to Paducah conditions
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. T .J. Newell, of the Broad-
way Methodist church, preached
last evening at the Trimble street
Methodist church for Rev. W. W.
Armstrong, the pastor who is con-
ducting an unusually successful ser-
ies of revivals. Worship will be held
this evenng also, and tomorrow
morning and night at the stated
hours.
Third Street Methodist.
Rev Peter Filth will fill his pulpit
at the Third street Methodist church
tomorrow morning and evening
Grace Episcopal.
Ther, will be so early morning
service tomorrow at Grace Episcopal
church • Rector Dav d Wright
preaches at tooe o'clock, and also at
4:30 o'clock in the afternoon. This
will be the first of the .afternoon
STRIKE OF 75,000
RILWAY MEN NEAR
Eastern Lines Threatened With Tie-
up Because of Wage Schedules.
alechanicsburg. Sunday- 40 I told Joe that she was my aunt.
he held in the afternoon "He was surprised, and I told him
that 1 should call her up to convince
First Presbyterian. him. I did call her up and *.% ;is told
'Blessings In Disguise" will b that Mrs. Scudder was - A New Yofli no return from Washington
preached on tomorrow morning at the This started me telling lies am? 1 keel I se where I went to nvitc Pres&
First Presbyterian chursh by Rev it up as a joke. I added 1,, I ,, %tor% dint Roosevelt to atter ' the South
W. E. Cave At the night hour Ins day by day. ern Immigration :tea Qv irantine con
theme will be "A Royal Inquiry." I "I did not then know that Mre ference that ;:i.ess .,i Nashville tint
' Scudder was related to Mr. Stipples I month, I lisse hart in i•ty inquirie.
LIKEN STRUSTS TO PIGS j but one day I told the !eery of tit; from different portions of the South
relationship to a governess I knew ' ;is to the plan I hail in N esir for send-
This governess told me that Mr • l ing the idle ivegroes in the South tc
1 Scudder was the daughter of Mr. Cup work on the T., ama canal, as eng-pies, and when I went bac' liomr 4 izt • ted ts President Roosevelt and
Denton. Md , Nes 1 —Secretary' had more things to tell 1 , 
-He asked me ovhy I eidn't have! tCohni. : '-' tstiiCni---4.14:nrni.t; "fmythevisiits.thniinu:1
meeting in the interest of WilTiam H. 
,
Bonaparte spoke here today at a
money if I was relete des such i whi : was reoorted from Washington
Jackson, the republican nominee for wealthy people. I told I:+m that I was . t•oolieti the %.,,ociated Press.
. .‘ Tcongress in the first district of Mary- to have $6o,000 from r Cupples j I did n , give the president or
o ,land. Mr Bonaparte likened the When he afterwards askol me aboist chm 
classes, so that the poseibilities f th
airan a - outs any +letails of th s
trusts to a pen of pigs in which the it I told him that there was a delsy plan, as I . ad in mind that whatevei plan appear worth the experiments I
ii.g. strong. Qver fed hog crowded the
little ones away from their feed and 365,000:"
because there was talk ti 0%1"  !Isibecistilledomte dt7nne itnheth fli(N. , ;,,t.t,, r  winoeuel,d N. F. THOMPSONi Chattam.ncta. Tenn, Oct 30 ,rnoe
got far more than its share. I -The girl was once employ. ' es a do ing as the s ice of th South rathei
"Our big strong. greedy. overpros- mestic by 'Sire Amelia Arno.i at 392e time the views of one i ' lividual. But TO ESTABLISH" A
HOME FOR GIRLSperous trusts arc animals of the like Westminster place. Mrs. Arnold ir may be b....
order." he continued. "They creed knows nothing of her antecedent'. I . . 
to ha' • the suggee• 1
their smaller and weaker fellows from The girl, who was arrested at tto
the feeding troiath so that these don't Press home Wednesday night and
get their fair share of our natonal locked up in the Manchester Avenu(
prosperity. The problem is how to station pending an investigation, was.
SO fence off the great beasts so as the central figure in a sensationa
to give the little cries a show. , carbolic acid case in August, ir
"Our president wants and has al- which she slightly burned her owr
sessys wanted a squaee deal for ev- face. She later accused a rival lot
erynne, whether pie/ lion or man, ana the affections of Joseph TT Pres: (-
-under -his leadership the republican throwing the acid.
cc our :trusts in its own proper pen The basis of Miss Scuddees sows
party 'has tried to put and keep eacti of felationship was that she was the
where it can't crowd any of tile lit- dteghter of the late Harvey G. Scud-
tie fellows around it." der. She says he was a brother ot
N. F THOMPSON SUGGESTS
THAT TEY BE SENT TO
THE PANAMA CANAL.
Bonaparte Says Republicans Will
Keep Big Ones From Drinking
All Swill.
Watches 
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK,
tMtt
oesareases. rase-, y
• 7: ".4o..
'•
Watches
•••••••••••=16. 
EDISON AND VICTOR PIIONf'GRAPHS AND A GENTRAL
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON IIAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU "' t . .ALL AND
SEE OUR STOCK.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR HOLLI DAY GOOD& ATTRACTIVE
PRICES AND A PRESENT FCR EVE!:YBODY
WARREN & WARREN
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
417 Broadway.
 `aigssarecammor 
4111MMI
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rest. Let an build the house; yea pity ler it se rim
pay tent. Vocest-iets in all porta of the city. Nice lots as
proposed car aftwisiou so Stood to onion depot and so Alio
tams trout Ilso to limo each. Bo/ sow on lootaintost
while thew. Ms it tits Mobost ground la dot ottr. Prolloolp
anvaaning toiddly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATILD.
L third D. Sanders Proe. tad ligr• Pitons 7116,
11111MINEIM. 
Handsome Sigverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
IN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS. POONS. FISH KNIVES, DISH-
ES. ETC 111116allialmillimmumm
WiLuourt: GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE YOU'LL
MAKE NO MIS1nIKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF UR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALA NND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES
J. L. WANNER "I'LL9 OPTICIAN
Rev. J. R. Henry, of Nashville,
t the Cliurche's POSED As mEiCE-ARST ECZEMA
OF MILLIONAIRE DOCTORS [171 SAW
will arrive here today and preach to-
morrow morning and evening at the
Sixth and Kentucky avenue Presby-
terian church. Dr. Henry is the for-
mer dean of .he theological depart-
ment for the Cumberland Univer-
sity at Lebanon, Tenn., and is one of
the foremost divines in the pulpit.
He will be greeted by a large con-
gregation tomorrow as his reputa-
tion is very wide, pronouncing hint
an eloquent and logical speaker.
- --
Second Baptist
Rev. J. S. Pate, of Bowling Green,
Ky., will tomorrow morn.ng and
night preach at the Second Baptist
church.
NJ
services that displace the •evening
worship, and which will be continu-
ce throughout the winter months.
Quarterly Conference.
Rev. 1'. J. Owen returned yester-
day from Lovlaceville where he.con-
clected the quarterly conference ser-
Noes for the Methodist district of
that vicinity for Presiding Elder J. W.
Blackard, who is busy at other
places winding up his quarterly con-
ferences to get ready for the general
Memphis conference two weeks
hnce. Rev. Owen found the Love-
laceville circuit in excellent condi-
tion. i Presiding Elder Blackard will
today conduct the quarterly confer-
ence for the Woodville circuit.
Tenth Street Christian. German Lutheran.
Sunday school and communion The congregation for the German
services will be held at the regular Lutheran churoa of South Fourth
hours tomorrow morning at the street will tomorrow celebrate the
Tenth street Christian ;church. The, "Reformation Festivil," while .com-
following Sabbath Rev- J. C. Shelton rtrunion will be conducted at both
of Mayfield will fill the pulpit set vices. In the morning Rev. Ilton
morning and evening, speaks in the German language,
while at night his d seourse will be
!delivered in the English tongue with
theme of "Justified By Faith With-
oto The Deeds of The Law."
Methodist Stieeiess.
Rev. T. J. Owen ail' preach to-
morrow morning at the Lone Oak
alethodist church whle in the even
mg he fills the pulpit of the mission
church ion West Tennessee street
Tomorrow morning Rev NicCarney
preaches at the West Tennessee
church. Rev. Davis reaches, tomor-
row morning and night at the Lit-
tl(-ville Methodist church
German Evangelical.
"How Good Things Grow" will be
the them( tomorrow morning for
Rev. Wm. Bourqum's sermon at the
German Evangelical church on South
Fifth street At the evening hour
the subject will be "A City In Dan-
ger" Both sermons will be in the
Foiglieh languago
First Christian Church.
There will be no worship tomor-
row at the First Christian church ex'
cept the Sunday echo& and commun-
ion services.
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
key a'arble preaches tomorrow
morning and night at the Christian
caurch in
sclool will
BE MALE I J WORKpencd to be looking over a telepho..11
directory at the Press home, and '
eew the name of MTS. Scudder It
was the same name as mine, and th:
address was in a tashionable locality
••••••••=1.11•••••
William H. Scudder, who was related
to the Supple; family. No such per-
,C42IADA TO INCREASE
TARIFF AGAINST U. S. 
son as Harvey G. Scudder was eves
known in St. Louis.
ommorm.
Ottawa Nov. 2.—It is stated on
4 good authcnoty that the tariff re-
vision which is expected at the
sessi m of parliament, which evens
next month, will take the form of
increased duties against the United
States. Ministers arc .of the opinion
that this would tic a good stroke of
policy in view of present conditions.
It is asserted that a high maxi-
irourn tariff will be applied in this
direction, and that little will be al-
lowed to come into Canada except
raw material. It is expected this
move will force Americans now cast-
to lion a month. Itirw, longing eyes on Canadian re-
Regarding the engineers the come sources to build their factories eel
pany argues that an electric engine this side of the line.
will be easier to handle than a steam4 it is pointed out that nearly $1,000,-
engine, but the engineer says he can- ooe worth of shoes are coming into
not see things that way and. that he Canada from American manufacturers
is invested with the same amount of in the states, even with the present
responsibility in the matter of pro- duty on shoes. Lately many Am- ,
tecting lives, the firemen do not erica!): firms started Canadian branch-
know where they are at, but hope to
he continued with the engineers as as-
sistants.
New York, Nov. 1.—Folloeing tee
announcement yesterday that the
trainmen of the Reading ratheay,
having failed satisfactorily to readjust
their wage schedule, had determined
to strike, coupled with the demands of
the organized employes of the various
western railroads for increased wages
-trid shorter hours, and the known
grievances of the eastern trainmen,
-now beiag ventilated, the probility of
a general railroad strike, involving
upwards of 75.000 men, was increasod
and there is grave apprehension fll
railroad and financiel circles that one
of the biggest labor "disturbances ever
witnessed in tht United States can-
not be avetted.
Enormous profits mule by the var-
ious railroads east and west, with
the cost of operation in met instances
minirsieed beratsse of :)rng-
rrqs that si making in the improve-
ments\ eelative to equipment and op-
erative constrnetion—notable the sap-
"tinting of electricity for steam—has
given the workingman food reflection
and to a large 'degree is eesponsible
'for the „appeal for a more favorable
.% age scale for Iwo
Must Work Ten Hesse.
Perhaps the most seri ons trouble i;
looked for n the New York Central,
which corporation, eahile its last an-
nual report shows an inelcase of
$7,322,393.28' in earnings over the
previous year, has given the men to
understand that, instead of (lx new
wage scale being more favoreble to
them, certain classes, the engineers,
for instance, shall be expected to
work ten hours Tor $3.6o flat, instead
of receiving, as at present, $3.50 be
each too miles they cover. Undor the
present scale the locomotive engineers
with overtime charges, get from Pc
rivoisis occasionally wears clothes
that fie
t•li, and the intention is to force more
to do so, ,or let profitable trades go
by
kitbag time is the aseassination of
opportunitiet
SERVANT GIRL OF ST. LOWS.
ARRESTED AND CON-
FESSES SCHEME.
Told That Millionaire Had Promisee
to Give Her a Dowery
of $6o.000.
St. Louis, Nue. J.—Miss Matilda
Scudder confessed Thursday after-
noon that her story of being a (*leo'
of Samuel Cupples and of his prom-
ise to give her a aowery of $6oaxx
was a product of her imagination
She says that she is no relation tc
Mr. Cupples or to his adopted daugh-
ter, Mrs. W. G. Scudder, and that
her story of relationship and dower)
was invented as a joke on Joseph H
Press, her fianse.
Miss Scudder told the story of tin
affair to Mrs. Scudder in Chief Des-
mond's office and begged forgive-
ness. She declared that the Press
brothers, both of whom were arrest-
ed Wednesday and were taken to tht
Four Courts with her, were innocent
of deception, as they believed her sto-
ties. She denied that she had any
intention of trying to get any money
from Mr. Cupplee
This is the girl's story as told tc
Mrs. Scudder and Chief Desmond:
"My father, Harvey Seudder, died
thirteen years age, when I was six
years old. Five years ago my mother
married G. A. Schroer, and they left
the city during the World's. fair. I
don't know where they are now
Since I was 13 years old I have been
working in families.
"Last suipmer I was working wOli
Mrs Amelia Arnold at 3923 Westmin-
ster place. While there I met Josepl-
Press, who was a piano player on th.
steamer City of Providence. He used
to call to sec me regularly, and ewe
ly I left Mrs Arnold and went ti
the Press home, where I was treate.I
as one of the family, and where I sx i•
happy.
Spread Rapidly Over Body— Limbs
and Arms Had to Be Bandaged
and Scalp Looked Dreadful —
Suffered Untold Misery for Three
Years—Better in Two Months
MARVELOUS CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"My eon, who is now twenty-two
years of age, worn be vela four months
de here te have eczema on his face,
spreading quite rapidly until he was
nearly covered. We had all the doctors
around us and sonic from larger places,
but no one helped him a particle.
The eczema vow something terrible,
and the doctors said it was the won*,
ease they ever saw. At times his whole
body and face were covered, all but his
feet. I had to bandage hi limbs and
arms; his scalp was just dreadful. 1
timed many kinds of patent medicine,
before tryusa t Cutieura Remedies.—
all to no avail.
"A friend teased me to try Cuticurs.
At last I consented, when my boy
was three years and four months
old, hay* had sesame all that time,
and suffering untold misery. I began to
ass all three of the Cuticura Remedies;
the Cutieurs Soap helped as well as
the Ointment. He was better in two
Months; in six months he waa well,
but I gave him the Cutieura Resolvent
on. year,— using taelve bottles, I
think,—and always used the Cutieurs
Soap for bathing, and do now a good
dell. He was four years old before
he was well, and his akin became per-
fectly fair when cured. I give veil per-
maroon to publieli this letter for I am
always glad to do good %hen I can. I
think I have told you all there is neces-
sary to teal." Mrs. R. Boley, •
Oct. 24, 1906.
.oservelos utirmint, . t
nu. AND lime of
...17„...00AMerwrom
Piern out, N. H.
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IDLE NEGI.OES t'AYDirectory Suggested Story.
.-Three or four weeks ago I
Ordered Invititions.
A remarkable feature of the girla
scheme was the ordering of too wed-
ding invitations from a local jewelry
house. She represented. to the sales-
man that she was n niece of Samue.
Cupples, and ordered the very finst
engraved invitations, agreeing to pay
$35 for them.
Miro Sciidder telephoned the jew-
elry company Wednesday to hold it,;
the order for further instructions, ae
the date of the wedding had beer
changed.
The arrest of the girl was the re-
sult of a complaint made to the Of
rice by Mrs. William . Scudder, wha
lives in the Cupples mansion, 3671
West Point boolevard. She is a mem-
ber .of the well known Scudder fano
ily and is related to Mr. Cupples. She
told the police that Joseph H. and
Louis E. Press and Miss Scudder hal
been avinoying Mr. Cimples. She re.
quested jhat an ()Teel. be sent to thc
house to arrest oiny one of the lhrOe
wan appeared in the neighborfictorcl
Advertif:e ;n the 1-tcrjiFlter G:t
•
tint, considertd in ach mice by the
Nasio Ole conference, so I ask
pace in your column- :o present it
to your yearerS for the, consideration
and your own and as 1 would have it
dealt with as f possible Isenefit to tin
South.
In brief, the plait simply .contem-
plates a uniform enforcement of s at
grancy laws with a suspension of
the sentence if the vagrant will volun-
tarily go In Panama and work on
the canal. This plan is practicaJly in
effect in principle all over the South
at the present time. It is a matter
of daily occitrrence for offenders te
be sentenced in poliee,,courts, when
the judge will say: "1 will snepend
this sentence if you will leave here
and never return." By that plan the
culprit is judicially sent from one
community to repeat his offense in r
neighboring city, which is all wrong
By the other plan, the culprit can b,
given the alternative of a maximum
sentence, which carries work with 4'
Louisville Missionary Union Raises
$:,000 in a Short Time as the
Basis of a Fund.
Nov. 2.7--At the mut-l-
ing yesterday of the Louisville' Mis
sionary Union in the First English
Lutheran church, St,ono was raised-
as the basis for a fund for the es-
tablishment of a home for girls com-
ing under the jurisdiction of the
Juvenile Court. The fund was raised
in less than ten minutes, after an
address made by Judge Charles A.
Wilson. Judge Wilson stated that
hornr for girls of this class wa-
much needed, owing to the fact that
there was no home available for them
at present. He said the Catholic iii
stitutione rendered aid, but a Protes
tarn home was esired.
The Missionary Union. using the
present -fund as a nest egg, will go
after other subscriptions in an ef-
fort to secure a sufficient amount to
equip such a home as is desired.
ball and chain, poor food and no pay
or good pay, good food and good 
ILI !NOS I N A
EXCURSION BULLETIN
.
quarters at Panama. Now, which a
really the most humane plan? i
It is suggested that if they won i Gulfport, Miss.—General conven- • •
work here, will they work at Panama? tion United Daughters of Confeder-
Those who know the negro best say acy. Dates of sale, Nov. 12 and 13, Round trip to iLVANSVILLE AND
that if he Is removed from those en- 1906; return limit Nov 28, 1906. RETURN. condemn Passage Se.so:
Unlimited ticket ils.ao meals andvironments that tend to make. him s Round trip rate $is.6e.
vagrant—being fed from kitchens oh Mexico City, Mex.—Amcrican Pub- berth included.
white people by black cooks, low lie Health association Dates of sale,
dives and whisky shetps—he will re- Nov. 22 to 28, rgo6, inclusive; return
. limit 60 days from date of sale. Stop-
come an efficient laborer. Agents overs going and returning at points
gain his habits of work and soon be
for the canal can take these when- as are authorized on L winter tourist of five or over $1.50 
'ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pert,
each, wither
ever they signify their willingness te tickets. Round trip rate tr,52.
mettle: $2.00 with meals.go to Panama and arrange for theit Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip
transportation. pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. 18 Good music on all the bogs. For
to 21, 1906, inclusive; return limit torther particulars seeThis will aid in solving the race
Nov. 28, 1906. By depositing ticket
S. A. FOWLER, Gem Pass. Ager•problem in the South and help 
corn -
or GIVEN FOWLER, City PasoMete the can ,1 earlier. dood negroet 
and paying fee of $1 an extension may
be had to Dec. 78, 006.
rate St4.11o. 
Round trip
t
will also aid its fending out these idle o Agent. PhOne it,.
. )
_MOW IS THE TIM'
THIS IS THE PLACE
PAMICAll CENTRAL
NCO R PO R A T
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's linflet,
Palmer House liar.
L. A. Lagornars no.
L. HEARNE
RROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Excursion Rates on
•
me i vet
4
vi
•
a••14
•
4
•
6 6SaviIng Money ON MRS, Lou
_58.04.•••,
Rs a 11-11allit."
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
IR All the Time That 4 per Cent. Beeps Piling Up
•414114144.04141414441.41444.6.••••41104464,4400.4414 •••••••••••••••ssour
Sart Tqday to Save ft Little
$1 Will Sart You. . . . . . .
Mechabic's and a me's
Savings sank,
227 Broadw 3
"W ATCH ES"
Are you interested in a good time piece? We ht a swell
in Dueber Hampden watcnes, one of :he most popular in
market. We can supply an Elgin. Waltham or any movement
•mish Let us repair your watch
PHONE 161 OLD
lite
the
you
if your clock is out of oruer; we will call for it and warrant
every job in our line. Beautiful wedding prments in sterl-
ing silver, cut glass or hand printed china. We are offering
some special low prices for ii,c neat io dArit-
Eye-See Jewelry lib Optical Co.
1.
313 BRO ADWAY
A. Konetska, Je 111Cler and Optician.
II
 '5-11:=222Mr. NUM*
Dr. B. Tile
Office with Or. Rivers & Rivers, iso
North Fifth. Both Phones 333
I esidt Dee 1041 L. ha V. ./ta Phone II*
J. K KENDRICK J. 0. MILLED
Int. MARBLE.
Hendrick Millet
tik• Marble
LAWYER!.
Practice is all the courts of tbe
state Boa 'hoses 31.
Rooms 1, 11 alld 3 Register Bead
tag sss 1-11 Broadway.
THE NEV ASO EilLOSED ELIT1011 OF
WEBSTErS INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY 3
laceie Is Vocabulary. It natio. nowt
I Ili ni slam and 4.1iit••rst. .h).110-Sintsly it,
1....,ted tii ell. lu.le clorruiptitins...t .14•I
if ..acr. and 1., alloiti unintelligilits tech.
me:dilute.
Munk§ la Arrsairmaima. facts word I c-
lic+ a por.t.cr.ipti ei r. turrect alibbobel-
„.ut I ., .,...-,,, i..,,,,•,,:;.) cantrtit by I 60 e, C..
XIV !I 13 perlO01•111ea. Ttri '0 SIM Cit:1-
a. .it I v• littli., insi eritsviy t Ile Is
, .• - ,;• , r, , sit 0440 . '11,ne) re . v notacritnitt 4I
t ' . • • 1 ' , . tv%tftrl.lre pkv-es.
• , : , , Preasmida..laa •-•-1:ittls i , • .
• ilIll , U'...911 t..g. .1s, Li+ .
I 1 ... -. steed la Ilie ist.'1.... ..• •
• t. ••. . ..1” •...' b c-t, t•Intlitt , I.,
Szreia It Mani' ions Chcy nre t lent.
:Of re, ,t,t , ,.....iit.,• ..I •I cr• rill.'1 :41 1 he
44411'141 WIWI VA. %. 001. ha 4 it, .21..n.1 LA
.1611441K "f nirmiti•r. Shiny or the (Maui
. .1.• LT.. illu• •-:,...1.
Zambia Its Appendix N. ;lit 'it. it packed
..,......• .1. .1- 1 , i • .....101.-.
Excels ra a Working Dictionary. Nab
, .• l ,, :. clabor,,••. •. , ,,1„, i 1 ,....611 in.
,•ii-tnai.i.•:1, 4 .' :a tn ir....i.4.1•A .I.:.• In l'.re
huMe. fill•Iy, F....0,a. (.. I. . e.
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages u•iii fiO00 illu"trations.
2L.01/0 new word4 have recently
)eon added and the pazetteer of
the World, and Iiiograt)hical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the hupervision of W.
11'. Harris, f'h.D., LL.I)., U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
FREE- "A Test in Pronunciation.- in-
stritctite awl entertainIne
for the whole family. Als., /
illustrated pamphlet.
G. &C.MERRIAM C 0 . , 0,7 41. 44
PUIDLIBMICRIII, : DC r.047.47.4"fi
EIPRINoiriELD, Maas. 44 ---...-4/1
M. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tsg NORTH FIFTH
TRLEPWONEII:
lasiderre gad ONIes as)
- 
I.?. LEINITIPOOT.
LAWY111R.
• INS practice is all coons et Ea
•
Where the
Skin Chaps
We reanimated the tlee of
Henry's Aseptic Crum as a
rweemappolating Mains and
softening 11111954•1101a for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is • one night cure for
chapped lips sad skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
Girth.
J. N. Oftischiaeuer
DRUGGIST
tiXT11 AND BROADWAY
114
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NOTICE TO SUGAR PRODUCERS
Planters' Committee Informs Than
Regarding are Food aw.
Vs ashington, D. C., Nov. 1.—A com-
mittee representing the Louisiana Su-
gar Planters' association and the Sn-
zar and Rice exchange, which has
been in conference with Secretaiy
Wilson respecting the issuance of
guaranties that their sugar and mo-
lasses are made in acc,rdance with
the •requirements of the pure food
law, is sending notice to Louisiana
sugar producers that they may con-
tinue as at present to use sulphur.
phosphoric acid and lime if these priv-
ileges are not abused and that they
may use tin crystals in centrifugals
and zinc dust as a bleach for sugar
Molasses thus made, however, can
be sold only for distilling purposes
outside of the state of Louisiana
The committee recommends plant-
ers to apply at once for numbers
to the department of agriculture and
to brand their goods under the termr
of the pure food act.
Air baths for Rheu-
matism, Gout Nioetine,
Alcohol Poison 
andBlood Diseases. Dr.
rs yKeder—Have all the other la-
J. W. Pendley,
Broadway. 
311 dies arrived? 
The Maid—Yes:m—you're the last
nne.
DOUR CLOSED BIBLL SIM OF 
hLMIUN ltiUt
LEADER IS SAID TO HAVE RE- DECLARES A PROFESSOR OF
AIRED FROM PUBLIC ; SOUIHERN BAP CISI I ItE0-
VIEW FOREVER LOGICAL SEMINARY.
Mystery Surrounds Vast Fortune
Paid to Founder of Cult by
Flock—Information Dtnied.
New York, Nov. 2.—The World to-
day publishes the following from its
staff correspondent at Boston:
No doubt remains that Mrs. Mary
Baker G. Eddy is a physical wreck
senile and close to death, and that
the dour, of Pleasant View have
. pelted
unless drastic legal measures be taken
to solve the secrets of that house oh
mystery.
Lawyers today were consulted her(
in Bo-ton by fair-minded members o
the Christian Science cult, who are
now convinced of Mrs. Eddy s col
lapse and the fraud and trick.ny tha.
snrrounds her. Calvin A Frye an'
the others of his all-powerful coterit
in actual physical possession and con-
trol of Mrs Eddy will be forced tc I
tell what has become of her great for-
tune, estimated by thosil who should
know at close to !Sis 000.000. The
gravity of the situation is fully real-
ized by the executive heads of the
cult and secret conferences were in
sessio for how, toff— at the Chris
tian Scierce headquarters in this city
Existence of Cult Menace.
For the first time in the history of
the cult its very existence ts menaced
Christian Scientists throughout the
world are beginning to doubt and the
hard-pressed ringleaders are at theii
wits' end to stem 'he rising tide of
mistrust Admittedly, the "carefully
staged interview" at Concori yester-
day proved only one thing. namely
The literal truth of the exposure of
Mrs. Eddy's pitiable condition.
This was aparent even to the
most fanatical of the cult that Alfred
Farlow, head of the National Chris-
tian Science publicity bureau, was
forced to make this remarkable state- in later, and the face may yet sink
mem today: to the lowest depths The ancient filly Nance. Lee Nance.
"I regard the interview of yesterday Co-erlot and Etryptians were as wen
as a mistake. The reporters did not developed as we are today. Some of
see Mrs. Eddy long enough to form their arts never have been reproduced.
an accurate idea of her condition. 11 Can it he possible. then, that man was
they could have visited tsith her an an eccentrically developed monkey or
hour they would have found her a re- a monstrosity of the ape family?
The Rev. Lutter T. Townsend Also
Gives His Reasons for Believ-
ing Man Was Made in Im-
age of His Creator.
•
• W ri E E
YoUR
DI l) YOU tiu
PIANO?
.it
Baldwin's
h y Make Them
W. T. Miller
Selected This
e and His Prother Have a Large New stock at
518 BROADWAY
R. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
uustss 
.........sraztuturr=mittr=== s====••=ctr... 
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS if ONEST 
.211
PAWNI-sROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THF CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
COHEN
rob SOU SECOND.
--11:1==.11tnrrt:•••• ••-•-•-•-intn•MI
Abram L. Weil 6c Co
FIHe INSURANCE
A.;cident Life. Lints lity. Steam Boiler-
Chicago, Nov. 2.—Prof. A. T. Rob.
ertson, ii. D.. ot tne Southern esaposi
Theoiogical seminary, Lou;sville, at
tr.e 131-ie conterence. here. spoke on
"The rresuppostoons of the New
Testament .Lriticism."
11 1 am descended from monkeys
I don't care," he said. "1 can stnad
it if the monkeys ,.an."
An interesting f..ature of the el's-
cussion the statemen: tha. Adair
was a real ma": ant. the live was cre-
ated from one of Lis rib, ill strict ac-
cordance •vith the Biblical accounts
his 'or y was all-a:Iced by the
Rev. I "her T. Townseni; prcsidettz-
elcct (.1 •lie Gammult Ti.eplogical sem-
inary.
Dr Towaend rerosed the hypothe-
sis of eminent sc.ra.tists, both a, to
at. cr of •• Artttrnan and the
first woman. and declared that the
Old T g'a•Tler stnr!,
Eve's birth foretold the use of anaes-
thetics.
e*.•emist yet has
been able in his sisals s's of the hu-
man body to find nny elements they •
in eveent such as occur in the dust
of •,••h• " ..:.4 II, Townsend.
na sore- way Adam, the first man.
miist Ave been cash'oned from earth's
clay. Christ. thousands of year. he-
aforernaHn
gistral)"ehlilrdin;oisnt thish a ve 7relodm3ell
down in the form n: present man. He
mtot then have determined, on see-
ing the earth fruitful, yet void of
human shape and form, to create roan
in His own image. From what we
knnw ni prehistoric races we are :11
sated that some of them were highly!
civilized. Deterioration may have set
rri p be 1 1
Office hone 3flo.
Block.
Weskience Phone 736
M. Nance, Embalm
GUI/ NANCE& SON
UNDERTAKERS AND FIIBALIIERS
markably well preserved and intelli- "Scientists who conteritt that the ri
gent woman for one of her years.' human race was an eruption. or that ;.-ce a &Tab 3rd tree?Innd resideace 213
te Ambulance tor sick  and inuredonly
( But Mr Farlow had no explanation it sprang from one pair. never have 
1-  
'
to offer when confronted with the adduced satisfactory proof of . their ' 91..... fll.. New 334 Old 699 •
fact that every detail of this so-called theories. The assumption of more • WLI7
 ,
interview was arranged by Calvin A than one primitive stock is superlu-
Frye and himself, and that only ons. If some critics are right. why
"friendly" reporters were admitted, I wasn't it that two males were crest- INSURE SIVITH -- -mme> •
that Frye dictated the three questions ed first. or two females? Row did it i
to be asked, and that Mrs. Eddy cot- I come that male and female were ere- 
L
lapsed at the end of fifty-five seconds. ated? it was not by accident. It wa,
leaving two of the questions unan by the will of God. The theory cd
swered. I the evolution of man from animals of
I Mrs. Eddy Now Secluded, a higher nature no longer is tenable'
I There will be no more "mistakes'
. of this kind, however, and no power 
I 
OffiCe 
short of legal mandate will serve tc
uncover the senile and almost lifeless
i founder of Christian Science to pub-
lic view. This was clearly foreshad-
owed today by Louis C. Strang. offi-
cial press agent at Pleasant View
Open Day and Night
. L. BEBOUT
suta
Fatness Due to Disease.
That extreme obesity is abnormal
is generally recognized, but that it
may he due to poisons, both organic
and inorganic, is not so commonly
known This fact seems now fully
established by recent experiments Pi
and Calvin A. Frye's trusted lieuten- 
has long been noticed that some peo-
ant, in an attempt to modify his state- .
I pie may live a life of ease and eat;
o 
largely without becoming stout, while
ment of the preceding day. He had others grow fat on hard work and
said: "At 1 o'clock today the gates of short commons. It is possible. also,
Pleasant View are closed to the to relieve many of the inconveniences
world. Mrs. Eddy will never be seen ,f obesity without reducing flesh.
again These facts are all explicable- on the
Today Strang tried to rectify hi new theory that fatness may be a re•
indiscretion, doubtless by order of suit, or at least an accompaniment, of
his alarmed superiors. "My utterar.z.r toxic action of one kind or another.
of yesterday," said he. "was—ah— Says a contributor to Cosms (Paris),
melodramatic. What I meant was that writing on "Toxic Obesity".
in the future Mrs Eddy would rigid- "The troubles of very fat person',
ly enforce her rule against newspat especially their shortness of breath.
per interviews. Of course she will are of toxic nature. As their 
organ-
take her daily dr've just as before." iSm is unfitted to consume the fat :hit
Silent as to Fortune. it accumulates. it ought also 
o oxidize
All attempts made today to obtain incompletely and 
eliminate badly the
any statement as to the size and dis. normal
 toxins and perhaps form ,hem
too abundantly. A proper regimen,
position of Mrs. Eddy's fortune or &
her annual revenues wenu unsuccess-
which may improve their health with-
ful.. 1 
out always makinz them thinner. inay
facilitate the destruction or elimina-
Officials of the cult flatly refused tion of these toxins This hpyothesis
to give any information, thus making was published by I.agrange in a work
clear the fact that legal measures that appeared in t9o3—' The Treat-
must be taken if the truth is to be ttn- ment of Affections of the Heart by
earthed. Exercise and Movement.' Recent ,n-
The leaders of the cult have de- vestigations have justified it Paul
dined to trust themselves to say what Cannot has cited example !,• of variou;
has become of the $15,000,000 paid tc maladies, even ot certain forms of
Mrs. Eddy as the head of the church tuberculosis, that accompany obesity.
from the publication and sale of "Sti- and he has succeeded in producing it
ence and Health." from the ctrcula- experimentally in animals by tocula-
lion and advertising of the Christiaa tion with microbian toxins.
Science Journal and other pubtica- "Following injection; of cultures
Hone, from the Christian Science col- of bacilli * 5 • he obtained 
sometimes
lege and from the 40,000 membership ,increases of weight 
up to too per cent.
•
of the mother church. They have not • •
 After death the orgars were
denied that Mrs. Eddy all her life has found 
to be rcharged with fat. Dr.
been a slave to morphine. 
Romme remarks in tn interesting
At the Reception.
It's the easiest thing in the
to forget your other troubles
yor have the toothache.
Mrs. Keene Well, you'd better an-
world nounce me 
so that they can get
through talking about me before I go
when 
I in.—Cleveland Leader.
study (Tuberculosis and Toxic Obe-
sity' in La Press Medicate, July 25)
* • • that other tosjns besides the mi-
crobian ones are able to induce the
formation of fat. We know, of coarse,
that alcohol, arsenic and phosphorus
may cause obesity, and Carnot has
been able to produce it with such
substance& as lead, strychnine and
morphine. In one experiment, for ex-
ample, a rabbit of 450 grams' weight,
'rented with a preparation of lead,
General
106 Broadway
Insurance Agency
rk•see:Otlice 385--Revideace 1696
INCHEJT111
66 NUBILACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Game.
For Sale Everywhere.
weighed 6to grams after one month,
700 after two months, ass after thrce,
and oso after six.
"These experiments show clearly
the toxic origin of certain forms of
obesity. All maladies do not cause
leanness, and some induce flesh,
bringing on what is commonly and
rightly regarded as abnormal or dis
eased obesity."—Translation made' for
The Literary Digest
NEW PICTURE CARD ORDER.
Cortelyou Admits Those Mailed
Abroad to Free Delivery.
Washington, D. C., Nov. 2.—Post-
master General Cortelyon has issued
an order which will be of interest to
a multitude of people engaged in the
collection and exchange of Mustrated
post cards, which are understood to be
very profitable mail +atter.
The universal postal convention re-
cently concluded in Rome provides
that on October 1, tow, these cards,
which are technically designated "post
cards" in contradtstinction to the
government postal card, shan be ad-
mitted to the mails exchanged be-
tween the countries of the postal un-
ion when bearing written messages
upon the left half of the front of the
cards.
"Inasmuch aq such cards are now
admitted at the postage rate applica-
ble to post cards both to the dorres.
tic mails of the principal countries a
Europe and to the mails exchanged
between them the postmaster generil
has ordered that from this date post
cards conforming to the provisions of
the ,Rone convention when mailed in
foreign countries and fully prepaid ts
addressees in the United States with-
out additional charge for postage"
The order further provides that on
and after March T. 1907, such cards
when fully prepaid by postage stamps
at the rate applicable to post cards
shan be admitted both to the dormer•
tic and international mails of tes
country and treated as postal earls.
he date of the admission of these
cards to the domestic service was
fixed at Math i nevi.
Cala
Only the man who is never ill can
wonder how, doctors manage to make
a living,
s.
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/throne fatting to receive this paper
regularly should report tne matter ta
The Register Office at once.
phone Cumberland at&
Tele
not be reached. Mr. B. H. Scott
called at the Register office shortly
after ten o'clock yesterday morning
and said he had misunderstood the re-
porter the night before and wished
to explain the matter. Mr. Scott stated
that he attended a meeting of busi-
ness men the day before, (not COM-
moreial Club directors) and discussed
some matters, the nature of which he
did not state, and also said that Mr.
Roy Culley presided at the meeting.
The communication handed in by
Secretary Coons was then placed be-
attempted 
in the barefaced frktid that they
fore him and he read where "Presi-on the public' by giving
out an official statement of what ,pur- dent Jas L. Friedman presiding" and
' ported to be the action twenty the names of those present, with hisad 
namedirectors at a meeting at which•thby among them He stated "I
did not attend this meeting, but aswere not all present, seems to have
they knew that I was in favor of thestung the corporation organs to the'
propositions they no doubt took thequick, and they at once , set:, out ..t0
discredit The Register by falsely as- liberty of counting me present and
voting for them; The meeting I at-
tended was presided over by Mr.
Culley and Mr. Coons was not author-
ized to give out the proceedings.
Since reading this gennmunication,
Saturday Morning, November 3, 1906.
The Facts In the. Case. ... •
l'he exposure
She methods of
the Commercial
serting that this paper in interview-
ing the gentlemen named asked if thh/
attended a meeting oi the directors
Wednesday night. As the Commer-
cial Club has been in the habit of
ence was
in the evening, and no attempt was
made on the part of this paper to
mislead those interviewed, nor were
all of the gentlemen asked if they at-
tended the meeting "last night."
Both the Sun and the News-Demo-
crat published cards which we un-
derstand were prepared by Secretary
Coons and signed by Messrs. Harry
Rank, Dan Fitzpatrick, Wallace Weil
and George H. Goodman., The word-
lag was skillfully drawn for the ex-
postrre required heroic meaanws, and
a casual reading of some of the cards
would leave an impressimi In the
contrary of the real facts.
That no deception of our volition
was practiced on the gentlemen is
made plain from this statement by
Mr. Hank, to wit:
-Thursday iintriht Robert S.
Wilhelm rung me up over the tele-
phone and asked me if I had been to
the meeting of the Commercial club
diiectors the night before. I told
him I had not. Mr. Wilhelm then
asked me the plain Ind' frank ques-
tion if I was at the nieeting when the
r, .olutions were brught up and
adopted, and I moat—positively told
him I was not. Mr. Wilhelm in no
.
manner tned to mislead me in the
'premises "
by The ,Regpster of
certain members of
Club av made mania
meeting at night, the natural infer-
that the meeting occured the article in this morning's paper is
correct so far as it relates to me."
We are giving the facts as they came
to us, and we will risk Mr. Scott's
saying whether or not we arc correct
in regard to him.
Mr. Dan Fitzpatrick was first seen
Thursday night by the city editor at
Fourth and Broadway and asked if
he attended the meeting of the direc-
tors the evening before and replied
that he did not Later he met the
city editor at the post office and
stated that he had since meeting him
last, read the article in an afternoon
paper, and the city editor understood
him to again say that he was not
present at the meet. This Mr.
Fitzpatrick denies and it is a question
of veracity between them
Mr. George Goodman stated to the
city editor over the telephone Thurs-
day night that he did not attend a
; meeting of the directors the night be-
fore but now states that he attended
I ilay- meeting.This is how the matter was handled
by the Register, and in the face of all
the statements in the afternoon cor-
HARRY R -HANK
The facts in the exec ,are simply
these. Thursday afternoon, during
the absence of the editor from this
office, secretary Coons left a type
written copy of what purported to
poration organs the fact still remains
that the secretary of the club gave
out a statement calculated to deceive
the public. An afternoon paper con-
tains the following statement from
Mr. Coons.
"I wish to state that I was au-
thorized to secure the approval of
three or four of the gentlemen that
be the proceedings of a meeting of. were not present it the meeting of
the Commercial elnh rooms on Oeto-k;
ieTtK ctober 31. That article was 
, r, Comereiz. : Cu',,
bee 31, and at which meeting the rest,-
O •tutions were adopted approving the
Bond Issue for Parks, and the rati-
fication of the proposed contract with
the Paducah Water company, and
through a misunderstanding I failed
to secure the approval of Mr. Wallace
Weil, Mrs Gilbert and Mr. Bower, and
filed on the city editors desk for at-f1 wish to make this pub-
tention that evening. When the I lic announcement that T was
writer returned from supper tb:e city anthorized to do so through the
editor informed him that Mr. .c president of the Commercial club at
Gilbert had telephoned that he saw 'an open meeting. 
Through the press
of business I overlooked this which
signed isy Mr. Coons in his official
capacity. On the editor's return to
the office the communication was de-
livered to him, and also the request
of Mr. Coons. The document was
where he, as a director of the Com-
mercial Club had attended a meeting
October 3r, and voted f 't• indorsing
the park bonds and water- ;contract,
and that, he was tirlit present at that
meeting nor was he in favor of the
propositions
1 The fact that the secretary of the
Commercial Club was giving out mat-
ter to the press alleging that Mr.
Gilbert was at, the meeting when he
stated that .he was, not present, and
that he voted for two propositions
which he stated he did not ,favor.
aroused oqr suspicions and an investi-
gation was set on foot to see if there
were any other absentees. Mr. Wal-
lace Weil was called up but as he
could not in to phone, we sent a
me,sage t sall us up. Instead ,of
1 so M"Viell called at the office
you need not make any correction as
I regret very much, and wish to make
this announcement in justice to the
president and the directors that were
present."
The charge made by The Register
yesterday morning was that certain
members or officers of the Commer-
cial club attemped to perpetrate a
barefaced fraud on the public by giv-
ing out a statement that the twenty
directors were present, naming each
one, and that certain resolutions
"were unanimously adopted." and
thereby crediting some members with
favoring propositions to which they
arc opposed. Secretary Coons in his
own card reproduced above, admits
that several of the gentlemen were
not present, for he was to secure
their approval but says"I failed to se-
am the approval of Mr. Wallace
in person a short while after, and
this:*riter asked him if he was at
a meeting of the directors of the club
the date before. He replied that he
did not attend the meeting, that he
had been invited but had forgotten to
go. His attention was called to the
atatement signed by Secretary Coons
lying on the desio and he read only
a portion of it, laughed and said "I
am not in favor of the park bonds."
Secretary In Mr. Weil's statement published in
  
afternoon papers he is quoted as be-
ing in favor of the park bonds. This
is directly to the contrary of the
statement voluntarily made by him
$5-00 to this editor in The Register office
2.50 Thursday night.
Secretary Coons makes a statement
for an afternoon paper in which he
quotes Mr. B. H. Scott, saying. Mr.
Scott was out of the city and can-
Wail. Mr. Gilbert and MC BOWRC "
This proves that Mr. Bower was not
present either, yet Secretary Coons
gives out a signed statement that
Messrs. Harry Hank, B. H. Scott,
Wallace Weil, J. C. Gilbert and Mr.
Bower were precut, and the resolu-
tions were unanimously adopted.
These five gentlemen have stated that
they were not present, and Secretary
Coons himself says he failed to ob-
tain the approval of three of the ab-
sentees, yet he makes a statement to
the public that the gentlemen were
present and all voted the resolutions.
We submit the matter to the public
on the statements made by .the gen-
tlemen themselves and Secretary
Coons, and the* strike out every
point on which there is the slightest
question, and we still have enough
evidence furnished by the corporation
gang and their orgins, to convict cer-
tain directors and officers of the Padu-
cah Commercial club of being guilty
of attempting to perpetrate a bare-
! faced fraud on the people of Paducah
as charged in yesterday's -Register.
This fact is what moves the corpor-
ation organs and
Coons to attempt to
Secretary
discredit
The Register by imputing to it mo-
tives foreign to its intention, and
with skillfully worded statements to
distract the public's attention
the reprehensible act in which
gang was caught redhanded, and
posed through these columns
--- ----a.. • 4.
Private Ownership vs Municipal
Ownership.
One of the corporation organs has
kindly published the rates charged
lc., a six room dwelling with bath,
closet, washstand and hose by 122
chic; in the country, that were ob-
tained by the Paducah Water Com-
pany. and a comparison is given he
tween the average rates charged by
plants owned by the cities, and the
rate charged in Paducah and which
are about equal. But there are cer-
tain facts to consider that have
quite a bearing on the question.
One is that in this country there
are over Boo cities in which water
pants are maintained, yet the figure;
selected are from only t22 of that
number agid it stands to -reason that
cities with high rates were piekeel
out, and it may safely Le. said that
I Paducah is paying rates equal to the
higkest cities in ,s filch the city own.
the plant. In eit..• 'inning their
plants, no charge is taii)e Attr. the
fire hydrant., and therelore the
rates to consumers ar, higher but as
nothing is paid for fire ?kiln those
c !ies ,hould be credited: .with the
s;• ring
A further analysis of figures
develops the fact that is strong ar-
gument for municipal Ownership is
to be found in them. Mind you we
are now using the figure.. gather( I
by the Paducah Wattr ortwoiny. Jr.
from
the
,x. Every voter when he goes
the booth Tuesday should first
to the water contract and park
propositions and vote "Nta." It
two-thirds of the votes on the
positions to carry
the list of the mu *its are 36 cities
in which the water works are owned
by private corporations, and a care-
ful calculation demonstrates that the
avorage rate charged 4 six-room
house with bath, do- washstand
and hose by the cities where private
cor4rations own the water works,
to it $21.ot, against $i6.82 charged
in cities owning their own plants. Un-
der municipal ownership consumers
pay $16.82, under private ownership
the consumer pays $21.01 for the
same service or twentyfive per cent
more.. The cry has gone up from
tLe corporation organs and hirelings
that private ownership is best for the
people, yet the figures produced by
the Paducah Water Company abso-
Hely proves that private ownership
co..ts the consumers 25 per cent more
than municipal ownership, to say
nothing of the vast saving to the tax-
payers by reason of municipal owner-
ship making no charge for fire hy-
drants. Let every coizen whether
he be for municipal ownership or not
'think a moment of the enormous say
Snit to consumers and tax payers un-
der municipal ownership. The fig-
ures furnished by the Paducah Water
Company t }sows that private owner.
i•14 costs 25 per cent more than
municipal ownership.
into
turn
bond
takes
pro-
it.
It was so frosty at the court
house last night at the park bond a,nd
%%Ater contract meeting, oat it was
uncomfortable. The people are not
foi either proposition on'' will rote
'No."
-
An Endowed Theater fee Magma.
Is it possible that out of our rich
refined, play-loving par' ation there
are not to be found ills,. e with suf-
ficient enthusiasm or se' -sacrifice tc
raise whatever money is iecessary tc
establish at least one ;cal experi-
mental theater with a •xnenny gal-
lery and a shill** pit, al. plat•s ta he
reserved. and 'WO free performances
at least once a week, w ere the heit
works of the best dramatists of the
world could be played 1,y a company
%vb.,- primary object was not to
r.e as advertisements -or Ow dress-
maker, or to be mere in idents in the
scenic splendors of ti- , carpente,'•
art. •
What is -.• tinted . •• At, and aftei
;;ith ori-;:ioration F.•• u in this day
d.•nlit an! unbelief lie churelic
can find ra.'h en" to create organ-
isations n'tieb -ste.t any amount ea!
;ash. I .on to believe that the
thcate-z nng ;,ehlie is cuch a godless
reef,' -is worthless set of selfish loons
that ,t Is Impossible t a raise out of
their midst fellowship of stalwart
workers and ieberal 1g:errs who wil
begin the dentoerade regeneration oi
'he them-- —W T S•ettd in The
• 'I 'r elay.
As a man grows older he looks at
things in 'a different light—thru differ-
ent glasses.
I suppose many will think I am
old-fashioned in my ideas, and may
not indorse what 1 am going to say.
When I was a boy, while some of
the youngsters played marbles "for
keeps," it was looked upon in tile
same light as gambling is now regard-
father probably praises him for his
skill and may tell his Wend of the
prowess of the "shrewd
m
 
lmtt
Maybe I a an old fogy, bui I
firmly believe a boy is given his c 1st
taste for
"keeps."
• Just think, you fellows who are
middle life; look over the list
your boyhood friends, and see how
many of them who were expert mar-
ble players—"for keeps"--are now
either professional gamblers or in-
dulge in a "quiet game of draw" 
I do not want to be understood to
be "agin" all childish, innocent
Amusements. Neither do I claim that
all boys who play "for keeps" make
professional gamblers, but I do be-
lieve that the game engenders a gam-
bling spirit. Probably the greater
number of youngsters, either through
the influence of the mother's love and
guidance or au innate manliness, will
not indulge in any other form of
gambling, hut there are many who get
their first lesson and taste for gam-
bling in the "innocent" game of
"keeps'
specs.
papers; now you raerely see any but.,
the comic or classic—those by the
mwrite. There are exceptions,
and the one printed herewith is a no-
table one. It cannot be termed "clas-
sic," but there is a heart tragedy
within it. It is merely a bit of floe-
,: nu and jetsain a waif trout the
,ea of journalisol,
ed in men. KINDRED -CHIRT&
Nowadays nothing is thought 0: She passes by me
it. Some mothers give their son's pen-
Ines and itekles to buy the "pee-wees" 1;ltlr7111. can see
(little marbles) to "put up" in the
game. and when the little fellow And th.i:e.:(1.ittsobulla•,
comes home and chows his winnings:
the mother smiles indulgently and the' AViII find cur
eyes
And we, fast bound, by
lust stand
ties,
lpart by
soffati'Muls pover;lhed, barren,
;date,
Ignore the object of their sympa-
thies
gambling by
• • •
a game of
ill
of
I have •ald a few %tads about
the boys, it may be- in order to say
L., fe w more about the girls—or to
?them. I am not going to preach a
sermon on card-playing--progressive
euchre or the fascinating. insidious
"hridge"--at least not just now, but
merely say: Girls, learn to darn if
don't mean to cuss.) I am moved •0
these remarks. being a bachelor, by an
investigation of my foot-gear, which
are too peek-a-boo in heel and tor
for this season
In after year, when your restless
husband wants to go "down to the
club" of evenings and leas, you all
by your lonesome, you can trot on:
your darning basket and sweetly ask
him ti shtick off his sox so you can
darn 'cm while he is reading his pa-
per Once the sox are in your hand',
you can keep him at home ad infini-
tum. ad interim, ad valorem. etc. It's
a mighty mean nian Olt will go down
town at night barefooted while his
industriniN, bemels wife is as
home 'beeline his sox
• • •
It is not a far step from girls and
SOS to poetry. and I want to say
ripht here that it looks like poetry is
in &cadence—that the spirit of nom-
mereialism Is forcing sentiment to the
Two
fo
assumed
;s•im foil and
of her yearn-
-n her longing
strong s et
strong decree
d• s -
Love-linked are we l's (-mated, heart
to heart.
kiid I could clasp- her as she passes
by;
Yet -tars above are not so far apart
in plentirtide of space as she and I;
Rear -banished further far than space
in sky,
Are we by circumstances—by hon-
or—pride;
fly chance alone that mocks and sets
askle
The bliss of hope and all its fruits
deny
•
%nil yet in slumber's spell, unbound
and free,
No more by conscious duty held In
fear, •
!4>-soul vses nut and bring! my love
to me.
And as an angel from another.
sphere.
Not knowing customs that restrain
• U4 here.
She hesitates
speak
%elect (4 her hair against my
cheek
Is closely pressed, till waking/ hone,
priltille.
MAN ABOUT
on MOT, her love to
TOWN.
Newspaper Dialwart of Ommity.
Sir James Crichton Browne, tie
British authority on mental and aers
eau. disea.ses. isaintains that the
newspaper is the bulwark of sanity.
lie says
"It is the antidote to corroding c.o.-
tiscin and wives a world-wide horizon
to the purblind and shortsIghter. It
is real and .earnest in its tragedy and
comedy, novel is only a make-
believe. It supplies enact-. f biog-
raphy in the form of gossip. It man-
ufacture', heroes b) the dozer, and
it furri•hes an #asily digestible intel-
:itctual pabulum Man) 3 man has
been saved from melancholy and fa-
tuity by the daily paper. Suppress
riot newspaper- and you will have
to enlarge your lunatic allylunss "
For Dr. F'endley. tele-
rear A few year; ago poetry .eas a
 4 16.feature in nearly all fire...class neus phone
SHALL PADUCAH BE RULED BY THE CORPOATIONS
OR
SHALL PADUCAH BE RULED BY THE PEOPLE?
PUBLIC SPEAKING
At Court House in Circuit Court Room.
Saturday Night, Nov. 3rd at 7:30 o'clock
EVERY WORKINGMAN, MECHANIC, MERCHANT, CLERK, BANKER,'LAWYER, DOCTOR AND
VOTER OF PADUCAH IS INVITED TO ATTEND AND HEAR.
THE PEOPLE'S SIDE
OP THE P %RI( BONDS AND WATIRI CONTRACT PR OPOSITIONS
The Only Issue in Paducah is
Corporation Domination
Versus People's Rule
' 
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LURRNE
...COAL...
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
BUY YOUR COAL NOW'WHILE• thE PRICE IS LOWCars are scarce and the unusust1 demand for oal ha3
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, " L U Z E.R N E "
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRA.CITE
COAL
aimmimmaginim
. milmwsemsemartl
Bury A d
Henneberger
SCHOOL TEAM APPENDICITIS
CAPTUREN CAME EXTRAORDINARY
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS' SCORE FIVE INCH BOLT TAKEN FROM
WAS r7 TO A NEW YORK MAN'S
"GOOSE EGG." APPENDIX.
Interesting Meeting by the Alumni
Aodauon Yesterday--Next
Temsday Trustees Meet.
The high school football team yes-
terday afternoon sent to defeat the
R. L C's club in the presence of a
crowd of several hundred spectators
at the baseball grounds in Wallace
park. The score in favor of the stud-
ents, was t7 to o, and the sport was
an unusually interesting and exciting
exhibition, many fine plays being
made at different stages
i The school boy's will next Saturdaygo to Metropolis and play\the club
of school brays of that neikhboring
city.
Alumni Associatior
I The attendance yese vas very
large at the :stet ng 1.1‘. Paducah
Alumni Association, which gathered
in the auditorium of the Washington
school building on West Broadway.
Many entertaining addresses were
made upon the writings of James
Whitcomb Riley and Eugene Fields,
two noted men during their day.
Many new members are being gotten
fear the organization, that proposes to
conduct a series of gatherings durihg
the coming winter.
School Board. 
•
accomplishments and stands high in Next Tuesday evening is the time
the community.
Mr. Dunn is the well known hanker
of Smithland, who is widely acquaint-
ed here in this city. He is president
of the Livingston County hank which
has been bought out by the new First
State bank of that place.
The couple will make their home at
the handsome Dunn residence,
the one formerly owned by Hon. K
Hendrick of this city.
sweet last night. I did want to dance
with you so bad. But }eel did SO Red Men's Smoker.
bad T wonlet nee von to. Mv oat. I Last evening after their lodge meet-
,' -me vnn will love me for I will love ing the Red Men enjoyed a delightful
yrmirsinn" 
as / tiv ws, fee Moss smoker in their newly furnished club-
i°11- my dere one. forever noodhste rooms on North Fourth street. Many
S. I." were there and a fine fraternal gath-
ering conducted. At the nett meet-
ing Attorney .elben Barkley delivers
NERTIIC HITS ' an address on -Freedom."
"THEM RICHFOLKS"
MURRAY MAN 1100K INTO THE
SUCCUMBED GODOESSAATTER
MR. JOHN VVILKERSON PASSED A COMMITTEE WAS SELECTED
AWAY YESTERDAY AT TO INVESTIGATE THE
THAT CITY.
SYFfERED RELAPSE
WITH TYPHOID FEVER
QUESTION.T
Carmen Claim Young'Lady Chosen Is
Not Resident pf This City, There-
fore Not Entiltled to Honor.
JOHN MURRAY MET DEATH Instead of dropping the controversy
BY GETTING IN WAY OF regarding the selection of the Goddess
FREIGHT TRAIN. of Labor last Labor Day, the Central
Labor Union has decided to take up
the question and sift it. Looking to
this end they have selected a com-
mittee to ascertain wteether the young
lady elected is a bona fide resident of
this city and entitled to the honor
The Car Builders union had a can-
didate out in opposition to the vistor-
ions young lady, and after the elec
tion the point was raised that the
chosen ouc did not reside here, but
was in the city temporarily with rela-
tives. The controversy has been
in stab u quo ever since Labor
Day, but now as the carmen request
that it be looked into, the Central
Labor body has selected a committee
to investigate the matter and bring
in a report as to what should be
done. The carmen contend if the
goddess named is not a resident of
Paducah, she is not entitled to that
honor, but that it should fall to their
candidate.
Inquest Yesterday Developed Death
Was Accidental, and Body Was
Then Taken Home.
Yesterday afternoon about 3 o'clock
liturray lost one of its best known
citizens in Mr. John Kilkerson, who
succumbed after a long siege with
typhoid fever. He was stricken some
weeks ago and got mucb better, but
suffered a relapse, and lingered until
yesterday when he passed away.
The deceassed was about forty six
years of age and engaged in the dry
goods bosiness during life. He is
surytted by a wife and 4crips.1 chil-
dren He was well known in this
city where he often came un baki,gess
and information of his death is re-
aeived with much regret.
The remains will today be ,ahipped
to his former home for interment.
the could be stopped The
crew got off and examined hint A
hole was knocked in his head. and
death was instantaneenvi The crew
picked the tiocly up. and hacking the
train to the city, had it taken to the
Mood and Efinirer undertaking
establishment. where later in the day
Deputy Coroner Fred Roth held an
inquest. and the itirv decided death
wee accidental. Relatives from May-
field came here and identified the
isode, which was taken home.
Murray was twenty-eight years of
age and leaves a mother and brothers
In his pocket notebook was found
'cribbed a note as follows hut it k
1“., t n.. ‘n to whom it was addreesed•
"My Dere One—You ncrly brok my
hart the way vou don rye. If you
dent want to treat me richt it is all
right. But you never will see leyone
eke like me. dere. You look an
Hit By Freight Train.
Yesterday morning, shortly after 12
o'clock. John efurray, piano tuner of I
Mayfield, was struck by a freight I
engine at 'Clark's station, five miles
out front this city on the Louisville
division of the Illinois Central. He
was killed outright, and remains were
MISS LAURA CHAMPION ANDbrought here. bat shipped this morn-
MR. D. A. DUNN MARRYnig. at 3:45 o'clock os Mayfield for
TOMORROW
Meirrav %t en:. te have been drink-
ing, and left his home in Mayfield
some days ago. Yesterdae morning Red Men Enjoyed Smoker Last
Evening After Lodge Meeting—
nod section of freight train No. M.
Fogineer David Kennedy, of the sec-1
Evening At Dancing.
going out, of here up the Louisville I e
division, noticed a man stagger up otsi
the tracks. and he was struck before At fl o'clock tomorrow evening. in
the Baptist church at Srnitbland. Miss
Laura Champion and Mr. D. A. Dunn
will be unrted in marriage, the cere-
mony to be performed by Rev Con-
say of that congregation.
The bride is a highly esteemed and
attractive lady of Smithland who
makes her home with her uncle, Dr.
H. H. Duley. Sr., the faeher of Drs.
Henry and Frank Duley of Paducah.
She is a woman endowed with many
SMMUND
WEDDING
I •
for the regular monthly meeting of
the school board, and probilities are
the session will be short as Tuesday
is election day, and there will be
chosen the trustees to serve for the
ensuing two years. commencing
January 1$t
GIRL DIES VICTIM
OF HALLOWE'EN FUN
Little Mildred McGary Fatally
Burned by Piper Dress
Catching Fire.
mon/l...1•Mwo
•
Cffecagei Nov. 2.—Mildred McGary,
the beautiful little Seuth Chicago girl
who was burned while at a Hallow-
e'en party at the home of C. A.
Pierce, 9244 Palmer avenue, died at 9
o'clock last night at the South Chi-
earn Hospital.
Hallowe'en Party. Mild-ed five years of age, who lived
Very delightful were the many at 9323 Palmer avenue, was anending
amusements furnished last evening the Hallowe'en party at the home of
Geeenwich Conn. Nov. 2 --The 
one of her playmates when a paperal the alloween party given in the
First Christian church by the Sunday- dress she was wearing caught fire
Andersiene Milbank% and other New Many were there to hear the charming flames. She rushed from the house
from a candle and wrapped her inkockefellere. Benedicts, Havemeyers, school class of Mrs. Frank Parham.
York miffionairee whose eatatee in program, while dainty refreshments and started down the street toward
her home, a block away.
- Another eterinne accident then oc-
Evening at DandIng. Icurred for wl4n her mother saw her
Several happy hours wee spent in exhausted, on the sidewalk in front
the Knights of Pythias hall on Broad- of her home, she rushed down steps
The resolution was pnt before the- way near Fifth street last evening and, falling, sustained serious in.
town .meeting by State Treasurer J. dancing. The young people had a jerks.
F. Walsh, who introduced it as a nice time.
means of lessening the town's debt
and paying for the year's expenses.' yesterday they brought flowers and
The meeting appropriatd $.240 000 for I The custom that nrevaile in Greece other tokens ot their affection to ber
th year's ,expenditures, with the pros- . of carrying a body' to the grave ° bedside.
pect of a tax and other incomes of a coffin which allows the face to be
only etes.000. Judge Walsh was visible is said to have originated Advertise in
'backed by the Taxpayers' Associa- the Turke dominated the land.
'blew York Money Kings to Be
Taxed on Full Value of
Greenwich Estates.
this town hare been taxed on from
ere-quarter in .ne-half of th:ir valu-
ation for years past. must pay on the
full valuatin hereafter. Thie will
add $5,000.000 to the tax list.
nun represented by Fred Nichols,
and not a 'Kite to the contrary was
east.
Fifteen years ago Judge Walsh
presented -de axuilar reeolution which
was voted down. The fact that the
man of small property paid on fully
cue-half his land values, and the mil-
lionaires only .on about a quarter
caused the action to be taken. There
wasn't a millionstire at the town
meeting.
One matter voted was the building
of a $6,0oo stone bridge over the
Mianus River at North Mia.nus. Fred
Hubba-d told the reeeting tbat it was
ridiculous to build such an caPensive
bridge for "the rich felks," but Daniel
Maher informed him that Mr. Have-
mey er lived near there and was as
egood as any man, and he es:Tied the
day by the aid of Havemeyeet liVifth•s•
• h.. (-2 me to nk, suPPOrt-
were served.
Little Iiildred'e friends and play-
mates are grief-stricken. Al! during
the Register and Get
ResntIrs.
eng rid of. Green in a ern cal
conainon and it is extremely doubt-
„..
till if he will live.
Mrs. Booth's Prison Work.
Maud Ballington Booth, one of the
most effective prison workers in thi•
country, is known to eci,o0o convicts
and execonvicts as the "Little
Mother.'
She glies into a erison, talks with
the cqiivicts, enrolls them. Her talks
us straight to the mark. She says
..intpiy, "You know what is right
It will he best for you to donright
Do it now.” When first she began
prison commissions and wardens look
ed askance upon her work. Today
after ten years' experience—the ini-
tial meeting took place at Sing Sing
prison New York, on the 24th oh
May, 18($—those same COMT111‘14i0T1F
and wardens are her enthus'astic
aids. Said Warden Johnson of Sine
Sing recently, "My faith in man hat
been enhanced."
Mrs. Booth is the wife of Gen. Bal-
lington Booth, head of the Volunteer.
of Americe, a purely American organ
ization somewhat on the plan of tin
Salvation Army. The General and
Mrs. Booth were originally members
of the army. but after work;ng ir
America saw a specific need ane
founded the volunteere.—Broadway •
efagaeine.
A Paris rt. wspaper i. the organ i...r
beggars. One of the advertisement,'
of business onportunities offers "goo-)
situation in a very nonular winter re-
sort for i questioned man or prefer-
ably a man with no arms. References
riven and required Cash-deposit also!
required.
Middletown, N. Y.. Man Takes Un-
natural Pleasure in Swallowing
Mote.
Middletown, N. Y., Nov. a—A
most remarkable case of appendicitis,
and one which will be written of in
thr surgical and medical. journals
of the country, is reported from the
Midille-town State Hoepitai,. for the
Insane today.
A few days ago a young man nam-
ed Edward Green was commiteed to
the hospital from Monroe. The
young man appeared to be ill, and
or being examined by the physic-
ians. a swelling was discovered 'on
the right side in the region of the
vermiform appendix An operation
was decided on.
The appendix was found incred-
ibly distepded around an iron bolt
which was -fully five inches in
length. with a head commensurate
with its length. The bolt had ap-
parently been in the appendix. fur
some time, it had caused serious
supporation and inflammation, 'which
had spread to the adjacent parts of
the intestines. Fresh Country Meal, per peck  15The young man nad a mania ler Florida Oranges, per dozen 
swallowing pieces of metal, among 2 pkgs. Macaroni for 
35
them being a nickel plated chain over New California Evaporated Peaches15
a foot long which he took from a per pound  
bath tub. This he succeeded in. get' 
'New Prunes, per lb 
A CARD.
To The Voters of P: hush.
Whereas, Hon. C. Farley,
member of the Boar ! of Alderman
and Mr. Alonzo Crar..le, member of
the Board of Coil tcamen, have
shown by their offic .1 actions and
votes in the past year that they have
the welfare and interest of the citi-
zens of Paducah at heart, and be-
lieving their meritorious conduct
mould be endorsed, the Municipal
Ownership League intentionally left
one vacancy in its alderrnanie ticket
and one vacancy in its candidates for
board of councilmen, and the Munici-
pal Ownership League heattily re-
commends to all voters after voting
for 1111 the candidates under the Mu-
nicipal ownership device to viete for
Hon. John C. Farley for alderman
tinder the republican device and to
vote for Mr. Alonzo Crandle for
board of councilmen from the Fourth
ward for the short term under the
democratic device.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP LEA- Seventh
GLTE.
That rua-clown, tired feeling is dm
Lest symptom of MALARIA, take
By The Committees" 1
WE USE
Bacon's:Malarial
TonicKapsules
enete •
The ;Dicke ‘Fir all metal. e His
• tin odi
cured others.,livin core you.
•t
PO*, tputes Per Box
BACON'S
DRUG STORK.
and it Plisse ale
ENGLERTIThe KING OF ALL
- 
BOSOM IRONERS
BRYANT'S I WHY?
SPECIALS
.. .15
10
New, Bartley. per lib 
 . 3
?,1eve Virginia Sweet Pan Cake
Flour, per pkg to
New Self-Rising Buckwheat Flour,
per pkg. to
Fancy Catsup, per bottle 15
15 Bars Tom Boy Soap for 25
1 cans Lye Hominy for 25
2 pkgs. White Line Washing Pow-
der for  5
6 Bottles Campbell's Salad Dees5-
ing for •  25
The Original White Dove Flow,
per sack 70
New German Dill Piekles per gal 35
Fancy New Kraut, per gal. 25
Sweet Potatoes, per peck 15
Fancy Irish Potatoes, per peck ao
New Fancy Mackey., at  TO
54 lb. can Plain City Baking ,Pon-
der for  5
1lecause9!t irons sniothly. not
eough.
The button holes, or mud
holes match.
Negligee rir:ts with buttone
are ironed perfectly and el!'
oat injury.
Fourth. ,
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" ser often seen is Was
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry
Star Laundry
'Phone aoo.
Even after a man reaches his bu -
tom dollar he nsually f7as somethini;
left to build hopes upon
DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-License ProhlbitIon Candidate
for Congress..
3.110 way to kill an
evil is is shoot It to
death with your vote.
Tjte way to peroeto
ate an evil is to reeu
taw restrict and pro-
tact It ie•tn yorr ewe
IF WV wANT Tilt TRAFFIC DESTROYED
P WANT YOUR VOTE.
AY"
COAL WILL ADVANCE TWO NOW
CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBER
iST. DON'T TAKE CHANCES ON
DEALERS WHO AR Z COP
PLAINING OF THEIR MINES.,
INABILITY TO SHIP THEM"
WITH BRADLEY Bk0S. Aft
COAL. PLACE YOUR ORD
REST EASY KNOWING YCKIR
ORDER WILL RE EII4LED
PROMPTLY WITH THE AllIEST
COAL BROUGHt TO THE,IAAR-
KET. WE HAVE A LARO SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS 4N RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINIM ARE
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP rac, EGG rac, NUT ate
PER BUSHEL.
PHONE 339 BRADLEY BROS.
WARNING.
is the time for you to fill you' coal house. Lump 12; Nut 1 lc
Bed i Kentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- Agent 1-11 Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,'
n. 41 Cunningham,
Phivnes: Old 960, New 245. ThiTteenthrandAdams73treet
••••••••
GRANDMOTHER'S C4AIR.
•
WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED DEFEND MGMOF 1 HE BIBLE
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION SPEAKERS BEFORE AMERICAN
=4; 
LEAGUE COMBAT HIGH-
tiEPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND
 WATER CO dMITTEE ON NEW 
ER CRITICISM.
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CI
TY OF P-iDUCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY
. d—r•dmiddi
Owing to the fact that the con-
tract existing between the City 
of
lisducah and the local water corn-
L7 for fir
e hydrants expires dur-
the current morale it was in-
...ilient upon the general council
au uegote:te fur such service cover-
the remaining period which the
teinchise of the water company still
has to run, to-wit: eighteen years.
After several conferences between
the joint light and water committee
aad the officers of the water com-
ivy, a scale of rates for lire by-
eats was agreed upon by the com-
mittee and the water company. These
sites have been embod ed in a con-
truct which y.tll be sumbitted to the
general council for such action as
gat_ wisdom 'of that body may deter-
mine. If the proposed contract is
favorably acted upon by thc general
souncie it emst be -Alm tied to the
inters of the coy at the next dee-
ham and .iffirmativety ratified by not
less than two-thirds of the.eotee
 
teen
et.st upon the question before a eon-
sirsAlt between th i city and the water
ounipany can be finally executed.
It is thereture worth while fur
the voters of the city to caiefully
sons der the terms of the proposed
et-ntract before casting their votes at
(hi corning eic..tion. and if it ap-
pears that tn. proposed contract is
to the adventa ot if the city, then
to register their eproval thereof
upon their ballots.
in order that the voters may have
an opportunity to become fully ad-
vised regarding the 'ems of the pro
posed contract, a copy of the same is
terew th submitted. which reads as
fellows:
"Section 1. That the City of Padu-
sale Ky.. agrees to rent and doei
hereby reut from th: Paducah Water
Ccmpany its soecessors and assigns,
feur hundred aell eleven (411) double
nozzle fire hydrants now votablish-
ed in said city for a period of
eighteen (t8) years ;tom the passage
and final approval of this ordiii•nce,
sfter an election by the people 14
terenafter provided. The •annual
natal for each et se d fire hydrants,
which the City ot Paducah he:eby
agrees to pay (or the first ten (to)
years of said term, shall be twenty
($ao.00) dollars and the annual rental
fbr the remaining eight (8) years
shall be fifteen (ete.00) dollars, (un-
ites the said city shall sooner pur-
chase water cornpary's plant, with
eis (6) per cent interest upon deter -
tea payments. The payments of %ad
,v vitals shall be maie as provided in
the original ordinanee contract
"Section a. All additional hydrants
en extensions of mains that may be
elected hereafter by the Paducah
Water Company, its successors or
asatigns. as provided in the original
ardinance contract (hiring the said
eighteen years. 'khan be charged and
paid for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the eniration of ten
(to) years from the erne Ws ordin-
ance shall have been finally approved,
as set out above, all the then fire
hydrants shall be charged and paid
fc,r at the uni/orm rate as above pro-
vided and tne contract therefor shall
eepire at fht end of the eighteen
years fixed in section I.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effective it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of 0 e :..ity of Paducah Ky.,
at the general electi en to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
ber, rixi6. the said vote to be taken
\44inthe manner and as provided by law
r the submission of public ques-
ticlee..to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
effect and be in force from its pas-
sage, approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of ePa-
ducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company fled with
the clerk of the City of Paducah,
Ky., within ten (tc0 days after the
official certificate of its approval - at
the popular election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has iiistalled for the use of the
oity et! fire plugs, which under the
old contract are rated and cost
inch year as follows:
zso fire plugs at $4o.00 ....$6 000.000
30 fire plugs at $30.00  900.00
iv fire plugs at $as.oe  5.775-0
Total 
..........
.....$13675.50
Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
--$8,zio.on—for each of the first ten
years of the contract, a saving upon
the number of hydrants new install-
ed of—$4ess.00—per annum and for
the tea year period a saving of S4,-
530.0.
For each of the last eight years
which the franchise has to run, the
soot for 411 hydrants would be—$6,
Obsne—a saving to the thy of -46..
pao.ots—per annum or of—$52
es—foe the entire eight years of the
haachise, snaking a total saving te
tam city between the tx;sting con
tract and the , roposed contract u:
There is not: ing contained in the
peuposed coin -iCt Changing the
rights of the ci.y or those of the
water e•-nipany ander the original
franchiae. The city suU retsina the
right to purchas tne water com-
pany's plant at tic expiration of each
five year period, in accordance with
the terms of trio original franchise_
This comnettei: has also compared
the rates contained .c the proposal
contract with th se in effect in tae
other cities for he same class Ji
service and find proposed rates
lower than thee ., by any 3f
those cities. 'I ae approximate av-
erage cost per hydrant in the num-
ber of cities mentioi,cd above is—
T11: rates ref,:rred to were sub-
reined by the lacal water company
:ind this committee a,sunies that the
Lgures are correct. The list of the
cues with the rate paid in each is on
file with this comiretiee and anyone
des ring to verify thc figures c
tined therein may have the oppor-
tunity of doing so et any time.
it should also be borne in
the: until a new cotoract is entered
int" between the city and the water
company, that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tam. The only alternatives oferel
to escape from the old rates are eith-
er to make a new contract or to dis-
c. ntinue the service, the latter of
ce arse, being quite impossible.
Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the City of Paducah. that the propos-
ed contract be ratified.
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER
COMMITTEE.
t6-t
Om Improved Anthem.
Dr Henry Van Dykt has recently
added two stanzas to our national
anthem. "America.' Dr Van Dyke
thought with many others that Rev.
Samuel Smith d'cl not go far en-
ongh when he composed his great
hymn It was splendid to glorify the
rocks and rills, the woods and tem-
pled hills of America. but there were
more things than those in Dr. Van
Dyke's opinion, to be glorified. "We
reed." he says in offering his lines,
"additional stanzas to express the in-
exhauslitTe7reletT-OTIVe stibtotte OW )1 the MOST reahonab 
nerd-the
Chicago, Nov. 2.—The American
Bible league closed the public meet-
ings of its convention at the Central
Young Men's Christian association
yesterday afternoon at i o'clock. At
2 o'clock a meeting of the members
o! the league was held to arrange for
the coming year and make plans to
extend the work in Chicago and sur- 
tender gloom,
rounding cities. Rev. A. Lincoln 
And a little child stands by her knee
'With ears that list for the fairy glee;
pastor of the Wesley Meth-
odist Episcopal church, presided.
"The American Bible league," he
said, "welcomes ail who believe in
the divine origin, inepiration, integrity
and supreme authority of .the scrip-
tures and we are gia,i to have a repre-
sentation from even a university that
can produce such a destructive book
as 'The finality if Religion.'
Thereupon he introduced Ret.
dress on "A Census ut Early Biblical
Populattons." Dr. Johasou deduced
mfro the armies ausi the agricultural
conditions ot the country evidence
to show that the Bible account ot
Egypt at the tune of the captivity ot
Jodi:ince and before it IS Correct.
Dr. Luther T. ownsend of Boeton
seio m ge on 'Ada awl Eve, History or
Myth?"
"These statements are facts, not
myths, he said. "There was, as a
matter of fact, a irst man. We are
here in evidence if this. It is no "" 
"le of old-time fashions tries;
myth. This twin u,d not cqme by All 
day long in her bran of gray
evolution. He has 1 ot been on the 
She feels the touch of the Other
earth for more than 10,000 years. ti
did not commence low down, but higa 
e I Day—
, The twilivht falls sc softly there.
up in the scale of ;icing and of char: 
When ertiedmother naps in her rock-
ing chair.
"elan is of the earth. earthly. Much
sport has been male. of the iact that 
Rnurd it clusters the home delight;
the Creator took a muck-made ?nee 
Round her,
to dry The makina ; man out 0: 
. a relic, with dimming
and stood him up agAMst the fence Children come with a enet'ev sweet;
. 
n
•
dust it no scientific absurdity and no 
"rn weeeth the rei•e• her feet:
cause for a joke. To 
hear her tell el the Used to Be
When she takes him up in her arms
of rest
And lays his head on her gentle
breast,
While forth to slumberland they fare
On the wonder-wings of the rocking
chair
Grandmother's chair by the ingle
nook
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Alforrville Veterinary school (Paris, Frame)
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter menthe, d
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Aesociation. Will treat scientifically with the
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment ail diseases et
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Both 'phones 357.
Caron Director Company
Ot Loi-gii-z- reitucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories uf the cities named below in the morn-
ing Register office at 523 Broadway. where the public is invited to sall
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
I-rattan') Johnson, D D., oi the Um- 
Is a slumber song and a story book;
versos, of Chicago, oho made an ad-
Is a golden carriage, a ship of snow, THE
Whereon to the dreamland deeps we
go;
A lullaby and a hug and kiss,
The silver lilt of the laughter-bliss,
A little wight of the goldfn gleam,
And the fond farewell for the fire-
side dream,
beautiful, the broad and varied natural
enchantments of all America. Let
us sing the familiar and well loved
vedses which come from the East,
but let us sing also Df the North and
the West and South the great lakes,
the wide forest', the vast prairies,
the blooming savannas" So he gives
ue these verses!
I love thine inland seas.
Thy groves and giant trees,
Thy tolling plains
Thy rivers' mighty sweep.
Thy mystic canyons deep.
Thy muntains wild and steep,
All thy domain.
Thy silvery eastern strands,
Thy Golden Gate that stands
Fronting the west;
Thy flowery southiand fair,
Thy sweet and crystal air-
0 land beyond compare
Thee I love best'
But why stop here? Let us keep on
singing. Our prairies, our savannas.
our lakes, our rivers, our mountains
and our silvery strands are glorious
and it is proper that they should come
in for a share of our love. Let us
not !lower*. permit odrselves to
forget that we have great skyscrapers,
immense stockyards, wonderful drain-
age d:tches and costly railway ter-
minals. We take *the iiberty of ad-
ding two more the splen-
did list:
stanzas to
I love thy herds and flocks;
Thy thirty -story blocks
Give joy to me.
Thy trunk lines please my soul,
Jerkwater lines and coal
Roads cause my eyes to roll
With ecstasy.
Thy drainage works and banks
Thy coal mines and oil tanks,
Thy pipe lines, too;
Thy stockyards and thy mills,
Thy tonics and thy pills,
Each of thy wonders thrills
Me through and through.
--Chizago Record Herald.
Anthony Fi:la, the Arctic explorer,
dilevered an address recently in
which he shoo d for the first time his
series of moving Arctic pictures and 
of a variegated snowfall wi
th the
told the story of his difficulties in 
confetti pnkle deep
obtaining them. Many of these pic-
tures were obtained when the 
temper-; There are few things 
that please
a 
-woman more than tc pose as a 
rear-
ture was so degrees below zero. He
first tried the experiment of using eel- 
tYt-
luloid films, but the intense cold Begin with an umbrella when yo
u
cracked them and the fragments clog- 
ged up the machinary. 
ek,.. Fiala is le eoi 1,, 1.iN ,i
p si.nicthing for :-airy
an expert photographer.
1 "Th
e monkey theore- once though!
to be a fact is today ...trnagly repudi-
ated 1. all leading tetentists. The
more a mor key is developed the more
i of a monkey he becnn e• or the less
a man What we protest against isi
, th, palm ng off for fact" what can
be only a guess. 0 science, what
crimes have been committed in thy
1i name!
I "No university professor his ever
come within a thousand miles of a so-
lution of the origin of ssuni.iii .Lnd it is
therefore unbecoming of them to slur
the Bible account_ The Bible account
All day long when the world's a-whirl
Grandmother dreams she was once I
girl;
All day long through her thin, soft
lips
And sine of "Nearer, My God, to
thee:"
To feel her arms 'round them creep
When they rock-a-by to the land of
sleep.
—Baltimore Sun
What Von Say Of your neighbors
may be nothing.to what they think
-of you •
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at low.
beautiful, for it does not belittle wom-
an to take her from so near the heart
i of man es is indicated by the taking
out of man's rib. It places man and
woman on an equality."
Rev Alexander etterson, D. D., of
Morgan Park then took the chair and
introduced Rev. Prof. Joseph D. Wil-
son, D. D., of Reformed E
piscopal
Theological seminary. Ph4ladelphia.
Pa. His subject was "The angers of
Self-Deception in Biblical Study"
"In modern biblical criticism it
is not facts, WIi preconceptions, opin-
ions, guesses. which form the basis
o: theories. And these theories. which
in themselves have no foundation, be-
come in turn the basis of other the-
ories, often dvicree from one ..n .thrr
and all resting on the oriainal un-
provable guess"
PITTSBURG HOLDS CARNIVAL
Confetti Is Ankle Deep When Citi-
zens End Hallowe'en Gayety.
Pittsburg. Pa., Nov 2.—Erstwhile
Hallowe'en clowns, chorus girls.
policemen, convicts and football play-
ers thronged the streets of this city
last night in the celebration of Pitts-
burg's annual Hallowe'en carnival
From building to building the streets
about the city were jammed with the
thousands of revelers and merry-
makers and the carnival was one of
license and liberty, with no police re-
strictions beyond destruction of prop-
erty or personal injury.
So great was the crowd to which
the city had been overrun that street
car lines temporarily suspended traffic
and the driving of a team or automo-
bile was not to be thought of. The
usual clouds of smoke and fog that
load the atmosphere at this time of
year were forgotten in the showers
of confetti thrown from all sides
Men, women and children alike took
part in the carnival, appearing in all
conceivable grotesque costumes. In
the fashionable east end the va
rious
merchants' organizations held an in-
dustrial parade, one of the features in
that section.
Until after midnight the din 
of
horns, cow bells and rattles ke
pt up,
while the streets bore the app
earance
Soft and comfy and deep and wide,
With rockers made for the dreamland
ride;
Always ready when she comes in
With her ball of yarn and her knit-
ting pin;
Cozy and sweet for a little form
Where the firelight glows with a wel-
come warm;
The nands of loving have placed it
there—
Grandmother's throne is her rocking
chair.
Soft and friendly and full
When the twilight comes
0030 S,
Colombia Bldg
of room,
with its
Paducah
Kentecky
Excursia:
St. Louis and Tennesiee River Pack-
et company—the oheapest and bet
excursion oct of Paducah
0 nn For tie lend Trip to
001UU Towns. river & rdor
I: is a trip of pleasure, confer
and rest, good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ta
For other information apply to Jars
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
20.00R0UND TRIP FromLOUISVILLE To
Tampr, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgb, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA.
• VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Qa:ea & Crascant Rmte
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and moth to points ki
Tennessee. North Carolina, Soutit
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama.
Georgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebrasha
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-overs in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or addrets.
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent. aye Fourth Street.
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Agent, au Fourth street,
Louisville, Ky.
J. G. BEAM, Jr., Assistant Genera/
SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,00a,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LATION
STATES.
OF THE UNITED
List of Directories on File
ALLIMMENY CITY, PA
All ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOK! vhl. N. Y.
BUFFALO, N T.
CHATTAN0pGA,, TENN.
CINCINNATI. O.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND. 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON. 0.
DENVER. COI 0.
DETROIT, MTCH,
DISTRICT OP COLUMBLA
DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND.
KANSAS CITY, KAS.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL
LOUISVILLE. ET.
MANHATTAN. N. T.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY
SAL*:
MA NITOU. COLO.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,
MINNEAPOLlS. MIN'
NASHVILLE TENN.
NAUGATUCK, COM:.
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH. KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND. VA.
SALT I AKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT., CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, COMM.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, O.
UTICA. N. Y.
WATERBURY. CONE.
YONKERS N Y.
FOR sood.o• OM
PRICE $4.00
4,1-- mit
CARON: DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
. •
We have, on hand
For Sale:
3 Hope Power Motor
s Horse Pim''' Motor
354 Horse nowar Motor
r 8 Horse Power Meter
t is Horse Power Korot
I 300 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
tet-teg Noe* Fourth ltreet
The Fever
Season
Has few wren for the emblem whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates as ptomain, and _Steam or Hot Water Heating bola
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER. 
,s
gag Keats*/ Avenue. tga South I ourth Street. Botl. Romeo son
OLIVER. OLIVER & len:goon
LAWYF.R.S
ornatg: 1, Ky., rear hint
itunitall County; Panama, Er
•T1,110
Ao.w !boos t4.._ lbos•
DR. W. IR IMAM'
(Homeopathist) •
Office 3•36 Broadway—PLoaa lb,
Residence. Sip ihroadivrew. a
Phone IN,.. :
•
1
•IMIN
0 }'
t,
40,1. C. I
Roomi
Cate
C. 1
4
4
•
•
,
401.0
=Mb
mel
wee
•
*flee 1707 Mows St.
Telephone 377,
Matt% Efinger lb Co.RICH TREASURE FOUND IN Al ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLEROMANTIC WAY uniai CDHEECTED te.A 30, ism6.
Undertakers and Embalmers. I
180 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH:,t-saT. BOTTLE DISCOVERED IMBED DED IN CLAY BANK NEAR
HENYVILLE, IND., CONTAINS NOTE GIVING CLEW TO
WINDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AT GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE A} PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMIT& THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREILABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BILAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS
C. C. Lee, 315 Buy,
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE
We exercise the grcatt.-S
in :.4 Iccting our cut glass
Consequently our isplay is of the
bigheat standard. We aim to combine
perfection in color; briliant finish; arti3-
tic atsd exclusive dmigna.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
RESIDENCE PHONE 323.
Wedding and Holiday Gifts
JINN Jeweler
HIDDEN RICHES.
owners of adjoining property in Clark
county, id., hope to discover as tio
result of a series sot e•fents which lot
romantic intereit outbids the
adventure fiction, says the Louisville
Herald.
Last June William I... Boyer ol
Tombstone, Ariz., came to Louisville
for the homecoming celebration. Be-
fore returning to Arizona he went tt
visit a section of the country in which
he spent several years of his boy-
hood. This was in the neighborhood
•
Twenty thousand Mexican silver soil finished his work, reavirri4 ,
dollars, a probable silver mine, and plugged drill ready to be filled with
a valuable deposit of what is known powder and exploded the next day.
to the manutacturing jewelry trade. When he returned to his work in
as "Scot-h stone," is the treasure, the morning he saw the drill had been
which L. H. Long of Louisvilf.: and exploded. Further search revealed r.
Henry Richardson of Henryville. Ind. bottle of whisky with a little of the
liquor in the bottom of it, and a coat
in the pocket of which was a lettet
beg•nning_ -Bear B.!1,- and going on
to advie Bill to "Aand in with the
half-breed Indian," and tc "pump al:
he could out of the old man." It
closed by saving "after harvest yot
can steal the map and we will g
t a-t- to Indiana and get the treasure'
No theory is offered now to explain
this detail of what appears on Oa
Isurface to be the material for a thrill-
ing tale
of Henryvilla, md., the exact site of; Makes Personal Inspection.
his former home now being the prop-; L. H. Long, proprietor of Towel
erty of the Indiana state forestry de-I Supply company, 52o econd street
partment I went Months, to Jeffersonville to pay
Note Found in Bottle. his taxes. He objected to the assess-
While exploring along a newly ment, and the clerk said: "Why, thii
made road he saw the neck of a bot- is the property with the silver mine
tle protruding out of the clay bank on it"
His curiosity was aroused "Yes,- answered Long, laughing,
and with some difficulty he secured "so they say."
the bottle. It was hermetically sealed The clerk then went on to tell him
He brought it back to Louisville and about Richardson's digging for sil-
vps compelled to break the neck of ver, and Mr. Long made up his mind
the bottle to get at its contents. This to see for himself what truth there
done he found within a red powdei is in the stories. Yesterday morning
possessing a faint odov of perfume he rose at 6 o'clock and went. He
and in the powder a faded and brittle found Mr. Richardson at Henryville
parchment. On the latter was an in- aed toeether they drove out to th(
scription in a foreign language, which Horseshoe knob. There Mr. Long
afterward proved to be Latin. He saw all that has been here related
was unable to translate it, however He saw the beech tree, the fiat slab
will try to describe the place of sil-
ver, although I am now at the point
of death. See this map. Good-bye
Pray for me P. C. CORTEZ.
"American calendar. January i
. Colorado Woman Inquires.
The letter a as published in the
Hoosier Democrat and seen by a wo-
man residing in Colorado. who wrote
to the editor of the paper and asked
if he could tell anything about a local-
ity known as Horseshoe Knob. He
directed her to Henry Ri,:hardson
- 
 owner of forty acres adjoining the
property of L. H. Long in Clark coon- SOLDIERS TO BE TAGGED.
ty. and part owner of Horseshoe
Knob The map spoken of its the let-
ter was not found.
The woman wrote Nfr. Richardson
and told him that her husband's grand.
father had bt en .t counterfeiter, apd
had lived in Clark county. Ind., from
a hich he had been driven by govern-
1
1, ment officers. He had made Mexicat
!4
1
dollars out of silver found in Horse-
shoe Knob, and when discovered by
Ii the officers had hid $20.000 worth o:
the money and fled with two compan-
ions. His associates were drowned
i crossing a river, hut he escaped West.
t
41110000110004Lasite~ieer...44a141/1614•01 10411941104111411FMAIRMAIMItiM00411
and sent it to the editor of the Hoo- and the biv hole that his neighbor had
tier Democrat, published in Charles+ dug in looking for the Sao,000.
town, Ind. A man who knew the , But Mr Long saw more, and
dead language was found in Charles- whatever truth there may be in the
town, and he rendered the letter • in story of the Mexican money, tt IS Si.
English, as follows: I most certain that Horseshoe Knot
"To the Finder of this. Will- contains buried treasure. Mr. Long
Dearest Friend: January 1, A. D. brought back to Louisville specimens
166$. I buried in this place these rings of rock picked up in a branch. run-
which I have taken ••0 •• the dead fling through In, property that gives
bodies of my friends, t. .'ere killed plainest evidence nf being rich in min-
with my dearest wife by Indians o eral To an unpracticed eye it looks
the Shawnee tribe, December 25. 1664 like lead, and where lead is there is
These rings seem to me to be of great often silver. More than that, ne
value Star of God, chief of the brought back 3 peculiar looking stone
Shawnee tribe, told me once as a like soapstone, that he showed to a
friend that there was much silver in, local jeweler, who said:
this bill. He once led me to the place l "VVIry, man, that is Scotch stone
of silver, and I saw a great deal. I We imno-t that from Scotland to use
in finishing articles made of the pre-
cious inetals. it sells for fifteen cent!
a small stick."
Mr. Long says the hill is full of
this particular formation, and should
it prove to be what the jeweler be-
lieves, it will make his fortune. Mr
Long intends getting a larger quanti-
ty of specimens and submitting them
to an expert in ores. He is more in-
terested in the possibility of finding
the virvin metal in his hill than ie
search for the buried treaeure
*ma* •:•fa0.4.12k0.1. 0110A07-30•A.V-p-M,Imns112101-',110sinkQO
h.COUL&ON,
P LUM BING...
Steam and Not hater Dalin).
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
4
Dr. Sidney Saila
DENTIST.
• Office over Globe Bank and Trust
• •
Co., 306 Broadway.
#10. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
• 
,Rooms to, Ii and 11, Cola:saws Bldg
PADUCAH, ry.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NO AND
THROAT.NOTICE
oss. and Residence, Room) 3 and • 1110est Prices Paid far Sand-Heedatntda
Plow... Ia..- 1,..4
E. H. PURYEAR,
Att.urney-at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Register Buildins
e23 1-2 Broadway, Padticah, Ky.
- New 'Pone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Beal Estate Law.
DR. HOYER
Room 201) Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
'phone old 464.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. B.
son. ,
The map directs the seeker to gc
half a mile from the road cast, to-
ward the curve of the horseshoe, and
there would be found a beech tre(
leaning north: from this tree a line
was to be taken thirty feet south
where would be discovered a flat boul-
der with a mark in the center of it
another lins ten feet to the south-
east would bring the seeker to the
exact point v-here the silver was bur-
ied. .
Begins Investigation.
Mr. ichardson had paid little atten-
tion to the story • of the parchment
found in tie? bottle, and Mr. I had
treated it with like ind'fferince; limit
when on top of it came the communi-
cation from the Colorado woman,
Mr. Richardson decided to investi-
gate. He followed the line half a mill
through the road east, and found a
• beech tree leaning north; thirty feel
 
 
scuth he looked for the flat boulder
STOVES AND FURNITURE 
I, every condition. Ten feet further to
at first it could not be found, but on
divaing about four feet beneath the
surface there lay a slab markel in
the center as described, and fulfilling
means that fares are approaching a
per mile rate is lower, we believe, to
stricter mileage basis.
New York than to Indianapolis. It
i
i.........-...- 
 _ ., 
OFFICE SECOND AND  ISM ROE.' BOTiii6Ntail.
P. D. FIT ZPATRiCK:SialPt
 •••• ••••••, ••••••••-- • • ,1' .. . ....,..(
southwest he began digging far
Other road's will have to follow the PIPIIP--- 
-....-
'peat. Phillas as yet without 
succecs. He is certain
the buried silver a few days ago, but
sort, they will have to do it because ,
Pennsylvania. If far no other rea- I
0. D. Schmidt, 
•611  1-1-___41,..•
stS-essoBily 
an
CYthin°art
g im
 
Sweet:
 
ai id
Old sr "lila g .-ia
MOW/40 WAGON IN CONNEC
aOla 
. he will find it. however. ad means
to keep on until every hope •3 enne.• of trolley competition. The abolition!
of passes and rebates makes the re-1 Architect and Superintendent.
eot Fraternity Building. 
11...
aeo 
•
Fran
1 fact. and add to it another t oach oi lay any length of time the differeni 00 pi. 
-"Millg•sas .0:1
TION. 
To further complieat..! this stcry tsf
suction feasible, and if the roads de-
Traddit OM* .
?AMMAR, JcIPITUCHY 
figt. .-
!
_...o
rontance. the other day Mr. Richard- 
will act --1.(Qisrille Post. m 'one 498 Red; New Flwat •
aVashington, D. C., Nov. 2.- Azaing
upon the recommendation is" Surges
General O'Reilly, Acting Secretary ot-
War Oliver has ordered that hereafier
identification tags of aluminium n the
size of a slyer half dolls!, stamped
with the :lam e,Impany, regiment
and corps of the wearer, be suspend-
ed from the neclVf every officer and
soldier underneath the clothing by a
cord or thong. These badges will he
issued gratuitously to enlisted .men
and at cost price to officers.
Gen Barry, acting chief u; •taff.
He gave his grandson a map of the states that there can be no question
location of the hidden treasure; the about the great importance of such
original was afterward stolen or lost badges, as is demonstrated by the
but a copy she sent to Mr. Richrd- thousands of graves of the unidenti-
fied dead of the civil war. Attention
is called to the fact that the Geneva
convention provides for the- use of
such marks and requires belligerents
to forward such badges found upon
the bodies of the dead to the proper
authorities on either side
SOUTH BOUND No. 305
745 11-1/1
Leave Ch.cago 
 2:50 1.171
Leave Cabondale 
 11.40 a.m
Atnve Paducah
Leave
Leave
Leave
Lave
Leave
Leave
Leave
/Led ye
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
A 'rive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
SOUTH BOUND
Cinicumata
Louisville 
Owensboro 
Horse Brandi
Central City
Nortonville  
Evansville  
Nashville  
Hupkinsvile  
No. Lou
. Sao a.m.
No. tot
boo pas.
12:01 p.m. 9:40 P.m.
6:3o p.m.
2:28 p.m. 12:o8 a.m.
3:30 p.in. • :03 a.m.
4:08 p.m. 1 :4o a.m.
Pr -....on
Paducah 
PaduLan 
Ft.iton 
&hos, Talc 
Rives 
12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m.
7:00 p.m.
945 Pin.
4:55 PAIL 2:27 am.
6:1c pm. 3:40 a.m.
6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
7.20 p.m. 4:50 a m.
8:o6 pm. 5:51 a.m.
8:13 p.m. 6:oi am.
Jackson 
Memphis
New Orleans 
7:15 1.03
to:35 a.m. 
' I :10 p. 8:2o a.m.111. 
8:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Liave Rives 
l.eave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Prince.on
Arr•ve
Arrive Nashville . . 
Arrive Evansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
No 102 No. toe
7-to p.m, 9:15 a.m.
045 3.61 8:50 p.m.
8.07 a.m to:io pan.
it:58 p.m.
10:15 a.m. 12:35 ans. Sao a.as.
740
p:oo
11 &OIL
12:3°128
8:3o a.01.
8:05 a.m.
:ao &a...
2:35 p.m.
4:15 PAIL
4:20 pan.
6:oo
11:20 a.m. 143 a.m. 740 a.sa.
11:35 a.m. 148 a.m. 7:5e a.m.
12:39 pin. 3:03 a EL SAL
&i5 .in. 5:20 a in.
9:25 p.m. 8:to a.m.
3:45 P-m- 945
1:28 p.m. 3:51 am 1o:33 ana.
3:o5 p.m. 4:30 SLIM 1130 ILMIL
3:06 p.m. 5::8 a.m. aa:u
4:55 p.m. 800 0JIL s4:55
535 Pm- 7:50 am. 4:55 PAL
9:15 p.m. te:oo noon  
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago 
 6:30 a.m
Arrive St. Louis 
 8:30 p.m.
No. 374
4:ao
840 p m.
6:3o a.m. 
• •
7:no cm. ..
Leave St. Louts 
No. 375
9:40 pm.
6:2o p.m.
7705 a.m.
3:35 p m. iroo am.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LENZ.
NOWT BOUND 1ot-8m 135-835
Leave Nashville 
 8:to
Leave ttopkinsvillo 
 
I 1 :ao
Leave Princeton 
 
2:35
Arrive Paducah 
 4:15
Leave Pat:ticah 
 
(yrs
Arrive Cairo 
 7:45
firrr-ve St. Louis 
 
7:3S
Arrive Chicago 
a.ni
a.m
p ITL
p m
p.m
a.m.
6:40 a.m
745 am.
9:25 am.
9:30 a.m.
11:10 a.m.
4:30 P.m.
9:30 1)-00.
 -0
 •
-00
• ft
•0C
• 41
SOUTH BOUND iaa-Sra
Leave Chicago  6:ao p.m.
Leave St:Louis 
 114110 P•En.
Leave Cairo 
 6:ere a.m
Arrive Paducah 
 7:45 am
Leave Paducah 
 
7:30 a.m.
Ai-rive Princeton 
 
creo a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
136-836
9:40 am.
1:so p.m.
5:55 Dm.
740 p.m.
3:so p.m.
445 FLal
6:to p.m
9:25 p.m.
Trains marked (•) run daily except Sunday. All other trains roe
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers be•ween Cincinnati,
Memphis and. New Orleans; trains lei and too sleepers between Loma-
rifle. Memphis and New Orleans. Drains 8ot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Tiet Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, union Depot, Pacfccati. Kr
di 
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Le IisTille• KY.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Metnphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Osiesago. 1111
W H BRII LnP A. at two
No. 306
 1240 p.m
425 p.m
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL. ES:. • ' ET !RN KENTUCKY FARM L woos
MCOITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VratIR
ICHRTUCICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAI AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SIM FOR T.
coo W. WHITTlEMON.Z. szo4mmo,41,. No
•
Reducing Railway Fares.
The Pennsylvania railroad has pub-
licly advertised these reductions of
passenger rates:
From Louisville. Old. New.
To Chicago • $ 8.00 $ 7.50
To Cleveland 
 
to.6o 8.75 .,
•I esri oti•y,
To New York 
 
21.5o 19.80 Paducah Transfer Company
To Columbus 
 
6.90 5.80 aTo Indianapolis 
 
3.50 3.00  
To Pittsburg 
 
11.85 m1.00 MEP i • fIssorporatcd.)
It will be noticed that in propor-
tion the shorter distances have the GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS'agreater reduction. To Indianapo-
,D'r ,
One-seventh of the New York rate 
:te CI • •1;,30,14.us the rate is reduced one-seventh.
rUPER'sOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING,41110Gire*
would have been $307, bringing it to 1ST AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.$1843. whereas it is $19.81). Yet the :A 
.T.I."3.ff rrniftt
S. 1)103,14:pt
LAN GSTAFF-OKM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporass&
-
,
a
N.
••
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
Ycllow U Gum M
Pine Poplar
GUM, BEECH 4Nb OAK FLOO- ING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED,
10111 Phones 261,
Beech Walnut
Ash MapleB 
HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED
We Are Makin Very Low Prices am House Bills.
ENDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZ OR. THE NEWES
T THING IN
SAFETIES. TR YONE zo DAYS- 710NEY BACK IF N
OT SATIS
PIED. ; lain!
MTHERSONS DRUG STORE'
LICLUSIVE AGENTS
RIVER NEWS
•
This afternoon at 3 o'clock on
Steamer Kentucky gets opt for the
Tennessee river. She remaIns up that
Stream until next Thursday night
The steamer Dick Fowler gets out
tor Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
sad comes back tonight about te
,iefe
.-
The Bottorff leaves Nashville today,
ipts here tomorroa and, Idyl" •n
til noon Mondly, departs for Clarke-
The Henry arley pent to Evans-
ville, Id., and comes hack tomorrow,
Today the Joe Fowler comes in
from Evansville and departs immevi.
atelv on her return that way.
The John . Hopkins experts to re-
lieve the steamer Henry Harley tot
4111011TOW.
The City of Saltilln gets to St
Louis tonight and lays there unti
'Monday before getting out on her 7e-
twn this way.
Yesterday the !test/her Georgia Lee
passed un the Ohio river, en route
from Memphis to Cincinnati.
A collision between the towboats
W. C. Jutte and Titan has been re-
ported to the United States Inspec-
tors at Pittsburg by Cant. Fremont.
who alleged that the 'Titan ran into
c rear end of the Jutte while the
towboats were coming down stream
after haying passed through Lock
Wo 4, Monongahela river Capt.
Thomas was on the Jutte.
Capt. John Dippold. who was ser-
iously injured in the accident to the
Raymond Horner, has been removed
from Parkersburg to his home 
in
Sewickley and is recovering
Pittsburg riverrnen are elated over
Ac coming hearing in the Unit
as!
States supreme court when 
the
Union bridge cases will he s
ettled So
ler every decision has bee
n against
the bridge company and 
rivermen are
conadent that the decision to raise 
the
bridge will not be reversed b
y the
inpretne court.
Game Warden T. 3,. Moore yes
county, on the charge o 
hsfg0000ll•••lay arreated 
Garfield Tapscott, of the I
FIGHT SET FOR
'county, on the charae o
f sbooting 1 NEW YEAR'S DAY
li'aeds &Irina the nehibitiv
e season.!
The young man will be tried 
befo-e: Joe Gans and Kid Herman Will Bat- !Plots were laid at the hotel by Curt
tie for $ace000 at Tonopah. ! Jett, Tom White, Spicer, John Smith
Jeat ce Charles Emery 
Monday morn i
1 and John Abner to engage James
Chicago. Nov., 2.—Joe Gans-Kid !Cockrill in a card game and kill him.
seimeipsooleilses Herman match is now assured. Word iThe
y also said plots were made there
• was received from Matchmaker M. W. Ito assassinate James B. Marcum, Dr.
Riley, of the Casino Athletic Club. : f B. D. Cox, the first man killed i
n the
iTonopah, Nev.. today, accepting the latter part of the Breathitt war, wasmatch for New Year's Day. killed near the Arlington, and J. B.
it Riley wired that as soon as Gans Marcum lived next door to the
 hotel
iand Herman can come together to when he was assiss
inated.
sign final articles, the club will post ...or. 
the azo,000 offered for the match with Advertise in
the leading bank there and wire
transportation and training expenses
Ganii is.at present in Cincinnati,
where hehe is doing theatrical work
It as at first believed that the club
would insist on Thanksgiving Day,
a date which Gans could not have ac-
cepted
Riley wires that Tonopah is wild
over the prospects of holding a
chattipionship fight there, and every
man for miles around is talking fight
Gans has a great following in the
West. as has Herman, and hundreds
for miles arot-nd will travel to Tono-
pah to see the battle.
Chief Pleaaant Porter of the Creek
nation is the only Indian railroad
president in America. His railroad is
the Indian Central. Tt filed its char-I
ter at Guthrie. It is capitalized at
ata.ort0000 and contemplates the con-.
siruction of 460 Milts Of railroad in
Indian Territory and Olclahoma with-1
hi the next two years.
E Fla! InteriorSash, Doors,
Finish
. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
BISHOP IS WHIPPED BY WISBAWGI,VE
I MUCH BETTER HOSE NOZZLE NER ONLY $5
ENCOURAGING WORD RECEIV
ED FROM BEDSIDE OF
BISHOP GALLOWAY
Miss
at
FRANK _CHAPPELL .TREATED
TO A LAUGABLE EX-
PERIENCE.
Thrown Down gnu Mauled AroundMamie Baynham is Recovering
Yazoo, Miss.. Where Operat On Ground by Wriggling Piece of
ed on.—Other Ailing. Fire Hose.
•
Rev. T J Newell, of the Broad-
way Methodist church, yesterday re-
ceived a telegram from the family of
FOURTH and BROADWAY B.shop Galloway, of Jackson, Miss
Appendicitis Operation.
Miss Mamie Baynham is doing
nicely at Yazoo, Miss., where hc
was operated on Tuesday for ap-
pendicitis at the sanitarium of which
her siater is superintendent. She is
gradually recovering, and will return
to her home in this city when able.
She is the popular libarian of Car-
negie library.
Suffers From Burns.
Druggist James Sleeth is suffering
from painful burns on his face, neck
and hands, caused by dropping fire
brands falling on him as he was lead-
ing his horse from his stable behind
the residence on North Ninth during
yesterday morning's fire which de-
stroyed the W J. Hill stable ad-
joining He got the animal out safe-
y, but suffers himself.
Lady Recovering.
Mrs John Oehlschleager, of North
Sixth street is recovering from an
attack of illness
HOTEL AT JACKSON
DESTROYED BY FIRE
Bullet Scars on Walls of Nearly
Every Room in Place.
Lexington, Ky, Nov 2—The
Arlington Hotel, owned by County
Judge Sewell Taulbee, at Jackson.
Breathitt count), burned yesterday
afternoon, causing a loss of $5,000.
partially insured. The. fire was caused
by a defective flue Before the feudal
trials in tireathitt and other counties
several encounters occurred at this
hotel between members of rival fac-
tions. On one occasion Tom Cock-
tail and Curt Jett emptied revolvers
Out-of-Town
Medic'nes.
Very often an article is not
knownin this market which
may be desired by some one
who has used it elsewhere.
We Cat Get. It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR.
FTC, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to
ro p. m.
R. W. W tLKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and 'reedway.
Both Phones IX.
IIIMPIPININPIMPIPIPOIPIPIMPOINOWIPIPP.61
.,
1 stating the bishop was much better.
, .. ., Several days ago the latter was
:" ":* '''' ':' I  . I' 
+ 
stricken with congestion of the brain,
a• PERSONAL MENTION. 
and his condition was critical for a
-a4, day or two, but word now comes
•.:".* .. * * * • * * * * + + + + 4. that he is much bettar, and it is re-
. 
Iceived with general pleasure.
Mrs la T. Threlkeld of Salem, Ilisbop Galloway is one of the
Ky., is visiting her son. Attorney Lal gecatest hisliaa, ,,,f the methodi
st
D. Threlkeld. church in this country and has many
Mrs. Ella •Puryear yesterday re- Paducah friends.
turned from visiting her daughter,'
Mrs. Edwin Mimms of Durham, N.1
C. ;
Miss Emma Knauss, of Evansville,
returned home aeseerday after visiting
the family of Colonel Harry C.
Rhodes of West Jefferson street.
Mr. Leslie Puryear is here from
McKenzie, Tear, to 'visit his moth-
er. Mn. Ella Puryear.
Miss Mattie Davis, the trained
nurse of Adams, Tenn., returned
home yesterday after attending sev ,
eral cases here. 1
Miss Lena Hcrioeberger, the trained
nurse returned yesterday from at-
tending a paurut at Murray, Ky.
Miss Mary lielle Taylor, of Frank-
fort, returned home yesterday after
visifisig Miss Faith Langstaff. and
attending the Corbett-Thompson nup-
tials. ..
Mrs. Sarah Bates, of Chicago,„re
turned home yesterday atter visit-
ilia her brotaer, Mr. C. W. Lewis.
of South Teat& street.
Mr. and Mr, Bud Quarks are pre-
paring to leave for Ovalia, Fla., to
spend the winter.
Mrs. Louis Fields and son. of
Fulton. ar visiting Mrs. H. P. Haw-
kins, of Kentucky avenue. .
Mr. George McGowan has returned
from East St. Louis and taken a
place with the Cochran Shoe Com-
pany. .
Mr. Abe Livingston left yesterda)
for Milwaukee.. Wis., where he mar
ries Miss :Murtha Osterman.
Mrs Lee Crumbaugh yesterday
went to Columbus Miss., to have
shipped their household triads to t
Memphis, where they will reside after
the first of neat year. She returns
here next week to continue visiting
the family of Mr. George Crum-
bktigh of North Seventh.
at each other in the dining-room, and
nearly every room in the house had
bullet marks on the walls
According to the confessions of
Moses Feltner and Asberry Spicer,
GENUINE .
TRADIMATER
West
the Register and
Results.
Mr. Frank Chaptiell, one of the
city's inspectors _erployed to super-
vise the storm sewers being laid now
on Washington near Third street,
long remember his experience of a
few days ago when he was unmerci-
fully whipped. and mauled about by a
nuzzle of the hose being used to flow
water into the storm sewer excava-
(ions.
After the storm sewers are laid
about ten feet underground and the
dirt thrown in to fill up the ditch
a hose is attached to one of the fire
hydrants. The attaches then turn on
the water which is flowed into the
filled-8n trench The water soaks
the dirt in the trench in ‘uch a man-
'.e sit settles compactly.
As everybocly knows, when the
water is turned on and only a short
piece of hose is attached, the force oi
the stream causes the nozzle to
riggle in souch a way it takes sev-
eral men to hold it Mr Chapple
'thought he could hold the nozzle
I while the flow of water was on, but
his herculead strength was not sufki-
dent, as the nozzie threw him down
mauled him several times while plung
ing around on the street, and thou
nitaghly soaked his clothirg with water
and mud. The stream was quickly
shut off, but not until then was the
nozzle and hose Rotten under control
Inspector Chappel thinks this is thi
int time he will try to "puddl,'
ditches
Often at fires when there is a short-
age of men, one fireman will try te
operate a line of hose by himself, and
when the pressure is turned on very
•trong. he is knocked down and
mauled around, until the !irate is re-
captured by turning off the stream
UTTER FESSIBM.
Candidates all make me sad
It's a fearful fuss:
One of 'em is mighty bad,
The other one is wuns.
If one-half they say is true,
There's no show at all:
That's the reason why I'm blue
Reeler every fall
"Hail. Columbia. happy land!"
Used to cheer me some:
Now the music by the band
Leaves me downright glum.
Airs a bluff. an' when you're done
What you could. you sit
Vaguely wenderin' which one
Will get away with It
—Washington Star
Parties desiring the best table set-
vie at parties. dinners or any social
features call Dick Logan, old oho.-
an&
Violet, Ultra-Violet,
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. Dr. J.
W. Get Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
(COetiassed ja0p1 Page One-)
I therefore am
ttic ekctiona
exceptions
438 South Semi
+ * + + + + + + + + + a- a- +
POPULAR WANTS.
+ + + + + • • • • + •
WANTED—To purchase bird dog
aetypetn 'eaten and eighteen months
old trained or otberwise. A. J. Ho-
gan, 1.:2 Kentueiy ave.
entitled to vote of 
LOST—Gold open face watch, be-
T o
tween Fifth and Clark and I C. depot
the trustee. Strong
put ia to the $4,3 coo netu
rn to•433 Clark and be rewarded
claim of theAkmerican-Germau Na-
tional Bank. Aid in order to pass on 
laOle R EN la--Two furnished rooms
far light housekeeping, for ;is per
these objections raised the referee ulonth. Apply 1246 Broadway.
adjourned court over before deciding s .. •
not. Settling this point, the try/dee
will be alma'. 
1.sFanOsRsr,lat!N,..—Ta-p-Oa7ntme 
apartments 
who is entitled to vote and who is ,
!oh St. Stem Hestia W.!. Cochran
"roperty Sold.
Proper* on the Mt. Olivet church
road in the county has been sold by
Alfred Boyd to Ethel Boyd for
record yesterday with the county
c:erk.
W. F They bought from Leonard
P. Janes for $4.000 praperty on North
Fifth betwe'eu Madison and Harrison
streets.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
transferred to R H. Noble for $1.450o
land out is the county.
Alfred &NO bought from J. W.
Dealer for $t„000 property on the
Olivet church -road in the county.
• The City National Bank sold to
J W. Dexter for aesoo, land out in
the county.
Mathis Sgedifer transferred to Ma-
tilda Dexter for some county land.
a piece of city propert) and Slim
Power of Attorney.
I) I' klexander conferred power of
attorney to J Tarbell Laurie.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfra t is now posting up
ha, docket for the regular monthly
term of quarterly court that will he
convened next Monday morning.
Rev Dr Edward Everett Hale has
been elected prod/at of the Ameni
ing just held in Worcester, Mass.
can Antiquarian society at its meet
Capt. Amundsen. who, Dr. Hale said,
had accomplished the most remark-
able event of the year in his re-es-
I LOST—Large pocketbook with $ao
In bills, and 813 worth of checks pay-
able to Contractor George Ingram.
who lost it Finder return to ltegia-
ter and get reward.
FOR SALE. Ode RENT -Three
room L house with water in kitchen,
neser been occupied. Jones St
i between Eighth and Ninth street
kfeCRACKEN REAL ESTATE &
MORTGAGE CO. INC Call 3:8 So.
?Sixth street. 'Phone 765.
I I have opened a first class reatatar-
I ant at 238 Kentucky avenue, nestdoor to Third street, and will be
pleased to have you call. Best service
promatly rendered. 1-ES PURDY
Evert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week. or the
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D SMITH. Jr tin Fratern-
ity building
WANTED FOR U. S. Alla— it)
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ties of at and 35; citizens of United
Stews, of good character Mt tesspe--
rats habits, who can speak, read sad
write English For Information ap• s
Or to Recruiting Officer, tiew itialb
wooed Please. Peke*p.
Static, Galvanic, Fa-
radic, Electricity and
covery of the Northwest passage, was Vibratory Massage for
elected an honorary member; also Female and Nervous
George Edward Fox of London and Diseases. Dr. J. W.Prof. Bernardino M Coimbra of Por-
tugal. I Pendley, 311 B'Vy
[argot, Best and Biggest Selling
76pright Novels of the Day
Resanov. by Gertrude Atherton Barr. This is the biggest selling
talented &II •
The roosticerful novel of this book fa% the united states today.
House of Defence, Benson. This 
The Lady Evelyn, by Max Pam-
work. 
berton. Here is a problem. Everyis Benson's lattst and greatest
girl hopes to have one like it to
Doe Gordon, by Mary E. WE- solve.
the
eta--besiart Far and away the A Roca in the Baltic- by
written by this Robert Barr. A rattling good
Poi:Wm ithor. • story of love, romance and ad-
The an Between, by Amelia waters.
• Tiese are beautiful books, illustrated in color, regular lb.",
bindiailgs and our special price is only pc. Sold only by us at
this price. We receive all the new books as soon as they are
published and we cut prices on all books.
&maga
D.E.WilsOn at Harbour's Department Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONB 254
CO L
 IIMIIMM•16
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PITTSBURG
Kentuck Coal Co.
Office and Elevator2tial I Ohio
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